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SUMMARY
Due to time constraints I have only had time to address a few Expert Evidence Reports.
My submission was lengthy at 782 pages - as I have tried to clearly evidence the reasoning behind
my identified information gaps, provide ‘snips’ and expert opinions from academic writings
supporting my reasoning. I have provided a new page in my submission for ‘each point’ for ease of
the experts, DMC and EPA. The Expert Evidence (economics, sedimentation, MacDiarmid) has not
addressed any of my concerns or information gaps.
In my non-expert evidence I have responded to comments made by experts, as I feel that a good
deal of important context has been left out.

Some important aspects to my non-expert evidence has been: in response to a comment in Expert
Evidence to the scale being similar, and without the Expert providing evidence, I obtained evidence
and graphed it: I ‘assumed’ France extracts continuously for 35 years. Nowhere has this graphical
depiction been given, and I think it is critical for it to be done.
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No where do we have a picture of what the scale of fine sediment might look like. Above is the
Wanganui River.

Above is a very important table, which shows the shift in fine sediment used for Plume Modelling.
Nowhere has there been detailed the tonnage shift from the previous application to this one.
There has been no discussion by MacDiarmid on the cumulative impact. This picture shows the
extent of light reduction at the seabed. MacDiarmid did not refer to Cawthron’s Sensitive Habitat
Report tabled last year at the TRC. No reference to the 2m to 8m high reefs known to locals.

Importantly I have worked out that the Project could increase its median SSC 16 fold, without
triggering a response. Environmental protection requires some ‘median SSC’ responses also, which
are currently not proposed.
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EXPERT EVIDENCE OF MICHAEL DEARNALEY ON BEHALF OF TRANS-TASMAN RESOURCES
LIMITED
Reference: TTRL evidence published 19/12/2016 Expert Witness 15: Michael Dearnaley –
Sediment Plume Model (63 page report)
http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/15._Michael_Dearnaley_Sediment_plume_model.pdf

1.

Page 6, point 7. “I also consider matters raised in submissions.”
Karen’s Comments: There is no evidence in M Dearnaley’s report that any of my matters
raised have been considered. The only time my name is referred to is in point 94: 94. A
number of submissions have been made that raise sediment plume issues (including that
from Ms Pratt) and many use the material prepared by Kiwis Against Seabed Mining (KASM).
As M Dearnaley has not disputed any of my points, perhaps one can assume he has accepted
my points – it would have been useful for this to have been formally clarified in his expert
evidence.
The DMC/EPA is to please regard pages 187 to 344 of my submission as ‘non-expert
evidence’ on the SSC and plume modelling.

2.

Page 3, point 2 extract: “I have worked closely with the NIWA modelling team,
providing updated source terms and reviewing the results and the report during
preparation. I am fully confident that the model applied is a reliable tool with which to
predict sediment transport in the STB and in particular the dispersion of the plume of fine
sediment that will arise from the mining works.”
Karen’s Comments: There is no debate that the NIWA model applied is a reliable tool. It is
the inputs to the NIWA model that I have raised the majority of my questions in my
submission over.
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3.

Page 3, point 3 extract: “analysis of source terms shows that for every 50 million
tonnes (MT) of sand mined from the seabed about 0.7 MT of fine sediment will be released
from the mining area . . . with transit times through STB being 1-2 months.”
Karen’s Comments:
1. A material & critical insight has been lost in the commentary point 3 above, and is
important for the Decision Making Committee to appreciate: of the #3,058,992 tonnes
(<90 microns) discharged into the water column from combined hydrocyclone and deored sand – #1,728,173 tonnes (hydrocyclone) & #643,334 tonnes (de-ored sand) has
been deemed by HRW to have a 10mm/s fall rate, and regarded as 100%trapping, so
zero source rate for the NIWA plume modelling. Consequently #3,058,992 tonnes, less
#1,728,173, less #643,334 = #687,485 = 0.7MT (referred to in point 3 above). M
Dearnaley has avoided discussion on this point by confining his evidence to the less than
38 microns – see the extract as follows: point 13. “My evidence considers the impacts
associated with the release of fine sediment from the mining activities. By fine sediment I
mean material with particle size less than 38 microns”.

2. Another material & critical insight lost in the commentary point 3 above, and is
important for the Decision Making Committee to appreciate, is that HRW 2014 proposed
(Table 1-3) that the 16-38micron size be reduced 100% from the previous application,
by 1.1MT (#1,157,371). So nil input for the plume modelling. As noted below, in effect
the tonnage has been shifted into the 38-90 micron, which has a zero input to the plume
modelling (See Table below).

a. Please note: The result used for plume modelling was the average of HRW &
NIWA’s results, but I am illustrating the material changes in sediment that were
proposed by HRW, in this point.

3. Another material & critical insight lost in the point 3 above is that the 38-90 micron has
a 10 year transit time (Hadfield). But as none of this sediment size is included in the
plume modelling (due to 100% trapping) HRW can now state a 1-2 month transit time.
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Kg/s per
HRW 2014,
Table 1-3

Source

2016
tonne/hour

2016
TONNE P.A

kg/s
tonne/hr
subtotal

Pinkerton to
Dearnaley

54.8
0
16.2
2.9
20.4
0
2.3
0.4
97

4 September
2015

197.3
0.0
58.3
10.4
73.4
0.0
8.3
1.4
349.2

266

83
349

1,728,173
0
510,883
91,454
643,334
0
72,533
12,614
3,058,992

2014 updated v 2016
38-90

1,390,738

16-38
8-16
<8

-1,157,371
126,144
-359,510
0

4. Another material insight lost to the DMC is any independent ‘proof’ as to the processing
on the ship that results in such large percentage movements in tonnages between
micron sizing – from the previous application to this application. The lack of objective
evidence in this matter is clearly illustrated by the differences in HRW’s proposed source
rates and NIWA’s.
To illustrate graphically the movements, I have done some tables below:

-
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micron for the
hydro-cyclone
went from
17.20% at the
start of the
previous
application, to
16.60%, and in
the 2016
submission has
increased
materially to
56.49%. All of
the 38-90
micron in the
2016
submission
has nil input
for the plume
modelling –
unlike in the
In 2016 the 38previous
90
micron size
application
has 100%
trapping, so
zero input for
NIWA plume
modelling –
77.52% of the
fine sediment
does not find
its way into the
plume
modelling – if
HRW 2014 was
used (a
combination of
NIWA and
HRW was
eventually seen
as appropriate)

the 38-90
micron for
de-ored
sand
reduced
from
24.48% at
the start of
the previous
submission,
to 15.46%,
and now up
again to
21.03% in
the 2016
submission

This graph is based on
HRW’s proposed tonnage
by sediment size
configuration
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5. The table below shows the shift in micron percentages that were proposed by HRW (the
end result was an averaging of NIWA & HRW results).

The 16-38 micron has ZERO kg/s. The tonnage has been
added effectively to the the 38-90 micron – which has a
zero input to the plume modelling (Table 1-3) Note: HRW
result only.
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4.

Page 4, point 4 extract: “The results of the plume modelling have been used to
inform the environmental assessment which concludes that the effects of the plume will be
moderate within 20km in the principle direction of the plume dispersion and within 3km
otherwise.”
Karen’s Comments:
1. Until the numerous information gaps I have identified with the HRW modelling have
been addressed, there is uncertainty about the 100% trapping rate for the 38-90
micron size (i.e. zero input to the plume modelling).

2. There are no 1DV and 3D results to support the 70%-90% trapping rate for the 1mm/s
(16-38micron) sediment category.

3. Any environmental assessment is therefore premature, until the substantial number of
unanswered information gaps in my submission and this summary have been
commented on. I also noted in my submission that the Key Issues Report missed
including significant details on the percentage impacts due to the plume: see page 124126 of my submission.

4. As I noted in my submission, I appear to be one of very few who have assessed in
significant detail the HRW sediment data. I recommend to the DMC that all experts
attest to how in depth they have reviewed the sediment modelling data, or whether
their starting point was ‘acceptance of results’. See my commentary page 200 of my
submission. For example AECOM (independent reviewers appointed by EPA) did NOT
critically review the HRW & NIWA modelling work.

5. None of my issues have been addressed in the expert evidence by M Dearnaley.
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5.

Page 6, point 8: The mining is anticipated to be undertaken to an average depth of
about 5m. On average each year about 5km2 of the seabed will be mined.
Karen’s comments: M Dearnaley’s figure appears incorrect: an area of 6.05km² would be
mined in a year according to NIWA Sediment Plume Modelling page 28, 2.9.2 October 2015
report (“At a mean mined depth of 5m, this indicates that are area of 6.05km² would be
mined in one year.”)

6.

Page 8, point 11: extract “There will not be large areas of the seabed left as holes or
pits after completion of the extraction. There will however, be an area of elevated seabed
created at the south western edge of each mining area as the extraction process commences
and a depression at the north eastern edge where the pit is not completely backfilled”
Karen’s Comments: The statement above is incorrect. Page 599 of my submission shows a
diagram of pits and mounds – it can easily be seen that the cumulative pits run into many
kilometres. Page 70 of my submission on the 2014 application shows my calculations of
7km, 4.5km and 3km pits – 14.5km of pits in effect. Page 603 of my 2016 submission clearly
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shows Dr Green (expert on pits and mounds) accepts no modelling of this effect has been
done. My submission on page 604 outlines a ‘European Sandpit Project’ that shows there
are material impacts from a 500m x 1300m pit of 10m – TTR will have a larger volume
footprint. Indeed my submission from page 599-617 raises numerous material impacts –
and M Dearnaley has not addressed any of these points.

The EMMP refers to the size of the pits and mounds (pg 58,59)
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7.

Page 8, point 12: extract “The scale of the extraction and return of de-ored sediment
makes the proposed project similar to other large scale dredging projects around the world”

1. A material information gap, is that M Dearnaley has not provided any evidence to support
this statement.

2. I am unable to find any project that extracts anything like TTR’s 27 million cubic meters (50
million tonnes) every year, for 35 years.

a. I have obtained information from a number of sources and bar graphed the results so as to
get a sense of relativity. I have assumed France continues every year with its extraction.
Browse was one of the most significant EIA undertaken by the EPA Australia, back in 2012.

Only 8 years shown
here, but 35 years
requested by TTR
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3. Obtaining a sense of the scale & characteristics of the Project is critical. There is a RISK
when Experts make statements without referencing to data (link, report, page number),
as is the case in point 12.
As a cautionary note on the importance of obtaining a full understanding (which includes
clearly understanding scale & comparatives to other operations around the world) - I
have provided an example below of how even those involved in writing reports on the
Project can miss an appreciation of the details of the Project:
Examples of perhaps the difficulties faced in organisations/people understanding the
scale & characteristics of the Project is evidenced in the following two examples from
the Ministry for the Environment’s Report: NZ’s Experiences with Adaptive
Management for Seabed Mining Projects.
I alerted the MfE of their mistake about iron ore tonnages in their report back in June
2016, and they confirmed they had made the appropriate change to me in July 2016 (see
extracts below).
A review recently shows that again there is a lack of understanding of the Project. As can
be seen in the extract below: “Up to 5 million tonnes of iron ore was proposed to be
extracted per year, for up to 20 years.” There is a big difference between ‘up to 5 million
tonnes’ and ‘Approximately 10% by volume of the 50 million tonnes of seabed material
extracted per year will be processed into iron-ore concentrate.’ Approximately is used, as
the head grade for iron can range over the Project area e.g indicative Fe ranges from
12.76 for the area X2, to 8.75 for the area known as Christina.
Rather than ‘iron-ore’ – the MfE statement should have been ‘iron-ore concentrate’.
There is a beneficiation process aboard the vessel, which produces a concentrate.
To be more exact the aim is to produce a vanadium bearing titanomagnetite concentrate
with a 55-57% iron content.
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Below: The amended report:

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/Marine/NZ's%20experiences%20wit
h%20adaptive%20management.docx
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Ichthys Project – details used to support my tables above
In page 50 Appendix 1, to M Dearnaley’s expert evidence, he states he was Project
Manager of the Icthys LNG and was commissioned to do numerical modelling of sediment
transport and plume dispersion for the project to inform the EIA and permit application.
Not provided in Appendix 1, is detail on the scale of the operations – so I found the EPA
document, and determined that #500,000 tonnes of fine sediment over the dredge schedule
will be released and 16.9Mm³ dredged. This is FOR THE WHOLE PROJECT – TTR BY
COMPARISON IS EXTRACTING 27 Mm³ EVERY YEAR! For the Ichthys Project it takes 23
months to extract 8.9Mm³.
BELOW: THE SHIPS INVOLVED WITH THE ICHTHYS DREDGING PROJECT:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLr8bPLzEuQ
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLr8bPLzEuQ

EXTRACTS BELOW FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT for Ichthys Project:
https://ntepa.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/287484/draft_eis_appendix_13.pdf
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Page 37

Over 47 months 8.7million tonnes of fine sediment.

Page 39
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Australian dredging:

I have obtained data on other dredging campaigns in

Australia, the largest in Gladstone with a volume of 6Mm³ over 19 weeks – TTR by
comparison is 27Mm³ each year, for 35 years.

Compare to
TTR’s 27 million
cubic meters.

Page 56: https://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/7beff474-15b0-403384d7-193d984fabb2/files/gbr-dredge-material-management-appendixe.pdf
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It is useful to appreciate the technological developments
that have occurred over time, making larger and more powerful operations. The most
recent capacities need to be compared to TTR:
In 1994 a trailing suction hopper dredger (TSHD) with a hopper capacity of 17,000 m3 was
launched - by 2000, Jumbo THSDs with hopper capacities of 24,000 m3 were being built.
In 2000, with the commissioning of a 33,000 m3 trailer, a new era had arrived. Mega-trailers,
joined by Mega-cutters and other huge equipment, have since burst on the dredging scene,
making Mega marine infrastructure projects economically feasible.
A trailer’s size is expressed in the hopper volume capacity, the length and the pump power.
TTR’s FPSO will be a large vessel of around 180,000 tonne capacity, with a length of around
330 m, a 55 m beam and a 12 m draft. Operations on the FPSO will require a total installed
power capacity of up to 80 MW

A small TSHD

Mega-TSHD



may have a capacity of 3,400 m3

a 46,000 m³ hopper capacity



a deadweight of 4,800 tonnes,

78,500 tonnes deadweight



a length of 93.3 m

223 m in length (TTR length 330m)



and a loaded draught of 5.0 m

loaded draught of 15.15 m



Her maximum dredging depth is 26.5 m

a maximum dredging depth 155 m



with a suction pipe diameter of 800 mm,

suction pipes with 1,300 mm

diameter


a trailing pump power of 1,250 kW,

trailing pump power is 2x6,500 kW,



a power when pumping ashore of 2,000 kW

discharging pump power 16,000 kW



and a propulsion power of 2 x 1,000 kW

a propulsion power 2 x 19,200 kW



Her total installed power is 4,100 kW

total installed power of 41,650 kW



and she has a speed of 11.5 knots

sailing at 18.0 knots

The same proportional differences are true of cutter suction dredgers (CSDs).
The biggest CSDs can reach to more than 35 metres underwater
https://www.iadc-dredging.com/ul/cms/fck-uploaded/documents/PDF%20Articles/iadcarticle-marine-and-ports-mega-dredging-vessels-mega-dredging-projects.pdf
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The largest operation I could find was a 34Mm³ over 21 months, or
19Mm³ a year (TTR 27Mm³ over 12 months by comparison). This was the largest for the
Australian EPA.
The dredge volume was revised from 21 million cubic metres to 34 million cubic
metres of material, with the duration of foundation dredging activities estimated
to increase from 18 to 21 months. The Browse LNG proposal is the most
significant environmental impact assessment of a strategic proposal ever
undertaken under the Environmental Protection Act,” Dr Vogel said.
http://www.lngworldnews.com/browse-dredging-report-expected-mid-2012australia/

A NZ Project could be getting to be 66% as big as TTR – but the
fundamental difference being it runs for only a year – not 35 years.

If the project was approved, the port would run a dredger 24 hours a day, seven days a week
for about a year. It would suck up 18-million cubic metres of sediment from the harbour enough to fill three million concrete trucks
http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/81333309/Lyttelton-Port-plans-to-undertake-NewZealands-biggest-dredging-project

The most powerful cutter suction dredge I could find
was a hopper capacity of 46,000m³.
The dredging fleet of Jan De Nul Group is the world’s most modern and most diverse
fleet. The fleet includes a number of the most powerful self-propelled cutter suction
dredgers and largest trailing suction hopper dredgers in the world. Jan De Nul Group is
the proud owner of several record breaking vessels including: the J.F.J. De Nul, the
world’s most powerful cutter suction dredger, the identical Cristóbal Colón and Leiv
Eiriksson, the world’s largest trailing suction hopper dredgers with a hopper capacity of
46,000 m³ and capable of dredging to a depth of 155 m, and the identical Simon
Stevin and Joseph Plateau, the world’s largest rock installation vessels.

http://www.jandenul.com/en/equipment/fleet
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Recent news, August 2016,
After 19 months of building, trailing suction hopper dredger (TSHD) JUN YANG 1 left
Kinderdijk on 15 August 2016. A ceremony to celebrate the on-time completion was held
before the vessel set off for Guangzhou, China where she will be handed over to CCCC
Guangzhou Dredging Company (GDC). JUN YANG 1, which has a hopper capacity of

21,393m3, is expected to arrive at her homeport at the end of September 2016.

Aggregate extraction in the Northern Hemisphere is a big
extraction enterprise, but the largest was France with 12Mm³. TTR will be
extracting 27Mm³ - each year, but returning the majority, rather than leaving a pit.
Although there will be a 1m slump over the Project site.
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http://archimer.ifremer.fr/doc/00349/46024/45698.pdf
First Interim Report of the Working Group on the Effects of Extraction of Marine Sediments
on the Marine Ecosystem (WGEXT) 2-5 June 2014 Reykjavik, Iceland

2.9million tonnes p.a = diamond mining
http://oceanbites.org/diamonds-and-diversity-how-mining-waste-is-laying-waste-to-marinecommunities/
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In the early 2000s monitoring resumed due to the impending increase in production from
the mine. This would allow researchers the opportunity to see the effects of tailings
deposition before and after increased production. During this time, researchers found
that discharge of tailings from the mine increased from 1.6 million tons per year to
almost 2.9 million tons per year. This period of increased tailings lasted until about
2009, when the global economic crisis halted mining production. Now researchers had 3
distinct periods in which to study coastal community structure: typical mining production,
increased production, and post-mining production.
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8.

Page 9 point 14. Because the amount of fine sediment present in the seabed
sediments to be mined is small (on average about 2.0% is less than 38 microns in size) the
impact assessment can, in simple terms, be considered as what happens to the 1.0 MT of
fine material that is removed and returned to the seabed in the project area on an annual
basis.
Karen’s Comments:
1. The phrase ‘in simple terms’ that discusses 1MT of fines – does not give the DMC ‘the
best available information’ and misses important context. If you look at point 5 below
you can see 87% of the fines are generated from the hydro-cyclone, which are fines
generated after the grinding process on board the ship. Thus fines are far more than
‘fine material removed from the seabed’.

The ‘fines’ used for the plume modelling for 2016 are 24% of the amount of fines used in
the previous application. This is a material difference, and a percentage change that has
not been clearly outlined for the DMC in any of TTR’s information or Expert Evidence.
2.3Million tonnes of fine sediment have been removed from the plume modelling in
2016 versus the 2014 modelling, due to ‘trapping’.
See my response to point 19 (#6 & the table that supports it) – where it clearly shows
the 38-90micron of 507,730 (hydrocyclone) and 473,040 (de-ored) has zero input to the
plume modelling.
The 16-38micron input to the plume modelling has been dramatically reduced in size in
comparison to 2014 – with 944,503 (hydrocyclone) and 159,257(de-ored sand)
reduction.

2. HRW state 2% of the seabed sediment to be mined is less than 38microns – but I can find
no evidence of this. Hadfield describes the seabed sediment (and I have Hadfield’s
description, and then graphed it below) showing 2% is for the less than 63 microns

3. Point 14, discusses 1MT ‘of fine material removed’ - works out as 50million tons x 2% =
1MT. But this is not the full impact, because there are fines generated by the
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‘beneficiation/grinding’ process on the ship – which accounts for the majority of the
fines.

4. Modelling by Hadfield 2014 (previous application) had a source term OF FINES for the
plume modelling of the less than 38 microns = 2,071,915 tonnes/65.7kg/s (and if the
38-90micron sizing is included 3,058,992 tonnes of ‘fines’.
By comparison in 2016 ‘fines’ as an output source for plume modelling have reduced to
741,096 – 24% of the previous application.

5. Point 14 focusses ‘on averages’ and makes no note of mud lenses that will be
encountered and mined through, in order to reach mineral resources. (Examples of
‘mud lenses’ are: STH12, site 7 has 58-82% mud at 6-8metres, and 7--27% mud at 9m10m. STH10, site 10 has 2-4% mud to 10m.).
No modelling to show the DMC the daily impact on the plume when these mud lenses
are encountered has been done. The videos of the plume are highly informative about
the impacts of waves and currents – and it would be beneficial to run a video that shows
what happens when a mud lens is encountered under different hydrological conditions.
6. See point 2 above: table propagated from Hadfield’s description of the seabed – which
shows 2% for the less than 63 microns (rather than less than 38 microns as stated by
HRW).
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Hadfield pg 25 NIWA Oct 2015 – “The seabed is initially populated with a combination of
coarse sand (500–1000 µm, 20%), fine–medium sand (128–500 µm, 72%), very fine sand (63–
128 µm, 6%), coarse silt (16– 63 µm, 1.5%) and fine silt (4–16 µm, 0.5%). The proportions
were initially based on seabed particle size distribution (PSD) data from the extraction area,
and the fine sediment fractions were then adjusted so that the model produces surface SSCs
of approximately the correct magnitude in the near-shore area”

7. The ‘fines’ in the previous application amounted to 3.38%. Hadfield in 2014 had source
rates for modelling, for the less than 38 microns equivalent to 3.38% (2.97%
hydrocyclone and 0.42% de-ored sand of the total sediment size output.)
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9.

Page 9, Point 15: extract: and the fine sediments discharged from the main rivers into
the South Taranaki Bight, estimated to be about 12 MT per year (Hadfield and Macdonald,
2015) Given these magnitudes of fine material within and annually being fed into the
environment, the sources from the mining activity are likely to only influence the offshore
area, nearshore supply from the land will dominate the inshore fine sediment regime.
Karen’s Comment: Only 316,000 (0.02%) of the 12MT relates to the Patea river – which is
the river that affects the coastline in the area inshore from the Project site. 72% of the
12MT relates to the Wanganui and Manawatu river – which does not influence offshore
sediment of Patea.
Below: two photographs of the Wanganui river mouth 10 January 2017, followed by three
photographs of the Patea river mouth taken an hour or so later (no photo
adjustment/enhancements undertaken).
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Wanganui river mouth
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Wanganui River mouth

Patea River mouth

Patea river, just entering harbour entrance
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Patea lookout, with Harbour mole seen to left.
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10.

Page 11, Point 20:

An important consideration was to present results in such a

manner that they could be readily compared with those presented in the previous
application.
Karen’s Comment: On a personal note, I found the sedimentation information was not well
linked between reports, and there was no attempt in the reports to highlight the percentage
reduction in tonnage terms of sediment used for the plume modelling – which I feel is a
material oversight.

11.

Page 14, Point 28:

The combined discharge of the coarse and fine sediment

discharges (see paragraph 24) is 10.2m3 /s with a sediment discharge of 1,949kg/s. This
scale of sediment release is comparable to the discharge of sediment from the overflow of
a large trailer suction hopper. I have been involved in projects monitoring such scales of
release from mobile dredgers and this work informs how I expect the discharge to behave in
the mining area.
Karen’s Comment: Lack of evidential support regarding the ‘scale of sediment release’: A
discharge of 1,948kg/s equates to 61MT per annum. As I have highlighted at great length in
point 7 above – I could find no operation that extracts anywhere close to TTR’s scale of
tonnage per annum, and certainly not on the timescale proposed by TTR of 35 years, 24/7.
The DMC would benefit from requesting Dearnaley needs to provide references and links
(and preferably supported by graphical representation) – to provide evidential support for
point 28 statement.
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Table 1-3, pg
11 – HRW
source rates

12.

page 14, point 29 By releasing the discharge as a high density near bed discharge
much of the material released will simply remain on the seabed as a result of the density
differences between the overlying water and the water/solids mixture being discharged.
Karen’s Comment:
1.

Lack of context and full explanation: The point 29 is in disagreement with Hadfield who
stated that “shortly afterwards the plume would be mixed to the surface”. This is why
Hadfield based his dilution predictions on a pipe height of 20m when doing his metal
dilution modelling:
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2. An information gap exists – Hadfield identified the Coanda attachment, but there has
not been a thorough assessment by either Hadfield or HRW of this process.
http://www.epa.govt.nz/eez/EEZ000004/EEZ000004_Hadfield%20%20Solute%20Dilution%20Report%20-%2020%20March.pdf

13.

Page 15, point 30: “It is noted that whilst the main source for release of fines into the
water column is the return of de-ored material into the water column from the IMV”
Karen’s Comments: Incorrect, the main source of fines is the hydro-cyclone, not the return
of de-ored material. See the table in point 11.

14.

Page 15, point 30

Karen’s comments:
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1.

Missing is any commentary on propellers’.

2. This is is an area HR Wallingford have modelled before . . .see extract below
3.

See also, Page 249 & 250 of my submission.

4. The cutter head is another potential source not mentioned:
Turbidity levels associated with cutterhead dredge sediment plumes typically range from 11.5 to
282.0 mg/L with the highest levels detected adjacent to the cutterhead dredge and concentrations
decreasing with greater distance from the dredge (Nightingale and Simenstad 2001).
https://www.greateratlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/protected/section7/guidance/consultation/turbiditytabl
enew.html

Page 46 Source models HR Wallingford (2010b) developed and tested a bottom velocity
and bed shear stress model for propeller wash as part of the TASS model for TSHD
operations. This model takes into account the size, draft, installed power and propeller
specifications of the vessel, the propeller clearance above the sea bed, the relative speed
of the dredger with or against the ambient current, the sediment characteristics and bed
roughness. The model uses an expression from Blaauw and Van de Kaa (1978) for the
initial velocity at the propeller as a function of propeller diameter and installed power. A
formula developed by Fuehrer et al. (1987) is used to calculate the attenuation of the
propeller jet with distance.
The model was validated against dredge plume measurements at several locations with
muddy or sandy sediments and with water depths in the range 16 to 23 m (HR
Wallingford 2010b).
http://www.wamsi.org.au/sites/wamsi.org.au/files/files/Generation%20of%20sediment
s%20by%20dredging_Review_WAMSI%20DSN%20Report%202_1_Mills%20%26%20Kem
ps%202016_FINAL.pdf

15.

Page 18, point 36:

“As the IMV moves so slowly (up to 70 m per hour) across the pit,

and as the pipe discharge is so close to the bed, the discharge from the pipes will, almost
immediately upon release, create a density current which is a few metres thick”.
Karen’s Comments: There is a big discrepancy between HRW with ‘a few meters thick’
density current, and the thickness Hadfield discusses of 5-10m. Recognising Hadfield used a
20m discharge, due to the problems encountered, as I have outlined in point 12.
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Hadfield extract: “11. In general, the plume from the discharge height descends to the
bottom within about 40 m from the outlet and then forms a bottom-attached plume with a
vertical thickness of 5– 10 m”
http://www.epa.govt.nz/eez/EEZ000004/EEZ000004_Hadfield%20%20Solute%20Dilution%20Report%20-%2020%20March.pdf page 2

Page 18 & 19, point 38: (extract not included here, as it large)
Missing is the important
context that it is only the
three circled areas, that
the 3 samples for HRW
were supplied from

Karen’s Comments:
1. Point 38 is misleading, as it misses two important points.
a.

First point 38 does not give the sample size used (it is three samples).

b.

And secondly, it fails to note that the samples are only the circled points where
the samples for HRW work were obtained. Readers of point 38, and Figure 3,
could easily think all the numbered locations were provided as samples, which
would be incorrect.

It is only through reading ‘TTR’s response to further information request’ – that I
know it is only the three circled points, that are where the three samples were
obtained, that were used for HRW analysis:
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http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/TTRL_Response_to_Further_Information_
Request_13October2016.pdf

16.

Page 19, point 39 extract : “Suspensions of material were investigated with
concentrations of 10 mg/l and 100 mg/l in an annular flume. These concentrations were
considered representative of the range of concentrations that might be expected in the near
to mid field associated with fines released by the mining activity. . A video image analysis
system, LABSFLOC, was used to record the settling behaviour of flocs with a size in excess of
30 microns”
“Mean settling velocities for the floc populations were in the range 6 to 10mm/s
Karen’s Comments:
1. Missing from point 39 is important context: the results given were for sediment 3
only (there are only three samples in total given to HRW). (My submission pg. 271)
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2. Doesn’t reconcile: point 39 states FABSFLOC records sizes in excess of 30 microns –
yet A10.2 ‘LabSFLOC-2 Instrument says it can view down to 20 microns in size

3. Missing is any commentary that it is the micro flocs that on average settle at
6mm/s, and macro flocs on average at 10mm/s. This distinction is important: even
HRW note the importance in their 2015 report, A10.4, quoting Dyer et al, (1996) and
Eisma (1986) and Manning (2201) – a single mean settling velocity did not
adequately represent an entire floc spectrum, and a more realistic and accurate
generalisation of floc patterns are derived from macrofloc and Microfloc fractions.

4. Missing is any commentary that the mass-balance percentages for macro flocs vary
depending on the shear stress e.g from 31% to 66%.

17.

Page 19, point 40 “Not all the mass of fines settled as flocs in the experiments and a
small percentage of the material was found to settle very slowly. Around 4% settled with fall
speeds less than 0.02mm/s and around 0.5% with fall speeds less than 0.005mm/s. It was
however found that such slow settling material appeared to be readily combined into flocs if
additional fines were introduced into the settling chambers”
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“Professor Lawrence Cahoon makes an important point in his evidence that the additional
effects of biological material are likely to further enhance the formation of flocs and thereby
increase the proportions of the mass of fine sediment that settles to the seabed. This process
is not something that has been included for in the modelling I describe”
Karen’s comments: The statement in point 40 that slow settling material appears to be
readily combined into flocs, needs to be read in the context of the limitations I have outlined
below.
1.

Missing from point 40 is that the ‘mass of fines’ was based on beaker suspension mass
tests using only sediment 3, and that A7.1 ‘Experimental Protocol’ did not give the
temperature of the experiment – which is a critical component of the experiment.

2. The final sentence above then discusses introducing additional fines into the settling
chambers – which is a different test (A8 Turbidity Tests).

3.

Again missing from point 40 is that only sediment 3 was tested and at a temperature of
20 degrees (test 1) and -21degrees (test 4) which is not representative of the Project
site temperature.

4.

Missing from point 40 is that the test was done with no turbulence. See pg 331 &
332,333 of my submission.

5. Point 40 discusses Professor Cahoon, and that biological material can enhance formation
of flocs. Missing is the context that it is not always this simple & that an opposite result
may occur – see academic article extracts page 234-241 of my submission.
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18.

Page 20, point 41: I supervised another modelling team based in Wallingford who
undertook detailed 3D and 1DV modelling of the fine sediment transport processes
within the mining pit to examine the fate of material with different settling velocities (see
Section 6 of HR Wallingford, 2015). The pit simulated was 300m in length and had a
width of either 300m or 900m.
The modelling showed that very little of a sediment fraction with a settling velocity of
0.01mm/s would be trapped in the pit (5% would be trapped). With this low rate of
settling the material simply did not settle to the bed before being carried out of the pit by
the ambient currents.
For material settling at 0.1mm/s it was predicted that on average 25% of this fraction
would be trapped if the pit were 300m wide and on average 50% if the pit were 900m
wide.
It was further established that virtually all of the fine material settling at 10mm/s would
be trapped in the pit.
Based on the modelled results it was assessed that for material settling with a velocity of
1mm/s about 90% would be trapped within the pit.
Karen’s comments: The numerous assumptions & limitations with the HRW testing is
not apparent in point 41. See page 254 of my submission.

Examples of important detail missing in point 41, is (Page 16 & 18 HRW 2015) . . .
1. for the 0.01mm/s portion (5% trapping used for modelling)
(sand & mud discharge, with a wave height of 2m) a 300m pit had 0.2% settling & a
900m pit had 4% settling to the bed. . .yet 5% was the trapping % used in the
modelling. An ‘average result’ would have been 2%, not 5%.
2. For the 0.1mm/s portion (25% trapping used for modelling)
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(for a sand & mud discharge, with a wave height of 2m & current 0.2m/s) a 300m pit
had 20% settling and 900m pit 48% settling (table 6-1) – yet 25% trapping was used
in the modelling. Importantly, the 3D modelling shows that a 3.5m wave results in
0.6% trapping. This kind of detail is critical, as it shows a 25% trapping is a very
generalised figure. It is also critical to realise that the 3D model was for only the
1.0mm/s sediment size, so the interactions/mixing is reduced i.e. is not realistic of
the ‘real situation’.
3. For the 1.0mm/s portion (90% trapping used for modelling)
No results for 3D or 1DV were given for this portion – see page 12 & 16. No
explanation as to why not. Table 1-3, NIWA Pinkerton report, page 11 – clearly
shows how significant this category is – it was the largest source of fine sediment
from the hydro-cyclone (Hadfield 2014).

4. For the 10mm/s portion (100% trapping used for modelling)
The statement that ‘it was established’ that ‘virtually all’ of this portion would be
trapped – fails to account that using the 1DV results (table 6-1) for sand and mud,
there would be 94% trapping. A 6% difference – which amounts to (if 21.5kg/s per
‘present study’ column of Table 1-3 Pinkerton/NIWA is used) = 678,000 x 6% =
40,680 tonnes of fine sediment.

Page 20, point 41: “With the starting assumption that there was 3.4% fines in the
material being mined (equivalent to 1.7 MT/year). This source term analysis shows
that more than half of these fines are trapped in the mining pit as it is refilled.”
Karen’s comments.
1. ‘More than half of these fines are trapped’ is not specific in detail and gives an
under-portrayal of the significant percentage & tonnage of fine sediment
reduction used for the plume modelling due to ‘trapping’.

2. I calculate, using Pinkerton Table 1-3 that
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65% (#1.9Mtonnes/#3.058Mtonnes) has been ‘trapped’



76% (#2.3Mtonnes#3.058Mtonnes) has been ‘trapped’.

3. I also tried to determine where the 1.7Mtonnes referred to by HRW came from.
In my table below, (see area in green) I presume that perhaps HRW excluded the
38-90microns, in order to arrive at 1.7Mtonnes (I get 1.8Mtonnes this way). In
which case the percentages would be as follow:


43% (#0.8Mtonnes/#1.8Mtonnes) has been ‘trapped’



61% (#1.1Mtonnes/#1.8Mtonnes) has been ‘trapped’

4. I determined that HRW may have gone 50Million tonnes x 3.4% = 1.7MT, but
this ignores the fact that fines are generated from:


The material being mined from the seafloor is one source of fines,



The second source of fines is from the beneficiation/grinding processes

5. The third column shows that there has been a shift in the sizings of the sediment
source in comparison to the previous application. No details/explanation have
been provided from NIWA or HRW on this shift. No independent attestation of
the output by sediment size (e.g. from DRA) has been provided. Column 2
shows the 38-90 micron has increased by 170,294 tonnes p.a (6%) for the
hydrocyclone & increased by 25,229 (1%) for the de-ored sand (in comparison
to the previous application). Yet, this sediment size has been regarded as having
100% trapping – so nil input to the plume modelling.
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B=HYDRO
%
2016 Table 1-3 'present study': Pinkerton
Trapping
trapping trapping net result net result
O= DEORE change compared
to 2014 kg/s
tonne/hour
Tonne p.a
900m 300m 900m pit 300m pit 900m pit 300m pit
tonne/hr
tonne/pa pit
pit
subtotal
subtotal
38-90
6%
170,294
21.5
77.4
678,024
100%
678,024 678,024
0
0
16-38
-6%
-195,523
25.2
90.7
794,707
70% 90%
556,295 715,236 238,412
79,471
8-16
5%
157,680
18.1
65.2
570,802
25% 50%
142,700 285,401 428,101 285,401
<8
-4%
-132,451
9.1
32.8
266 286,978 2,330,510
5%
14,349
14,349 272,629 272,629
38-90
1%
25,229
15.8
56.9
498,269
100%
498,269 498,269
0
0
16-38
-2%
-56,765
3.5
12.6
110,376
70% 90%
77,263
99,338
33,113
11,038
8-16
1%
34,690
2.5
9.0
78,840
25% 50%
19,710
39,420
59,130
39,420
<8
0%
-3,154
1.3
4.7
83
40,997 728,482
5%
2,050
2,050
38,947
38,947
0%
0
97 349.2
349 3,058,992 3,058,992
1,988,660 2,332,087 1,070,332 726,905
65.01%
76.24%
34.99%
23.76%
Excluding the 38-90 micron 1,882,699
812,367 1,155,794 1,070,332 726,905
43.15%

61.39%

56.85%

6. The 38-90 micron is an important component of any modelling and
environmental risk assessment. For this application it has zero input to the
modelling (507,730 tonnes p.a with zero input) – but I caution the DMC to
review some of the video snips I have shown in my response to Point 61 where
SSC of this sediment size increases with wave height ie. is susceptible to resuspension in significant wave heights. Hadfield mentioned its ‘specific
characteristics’ – different from other sizings, in that it remains within the
modelling domain for up to 10 years. Hadfield even did a video , so that the
impacts due to this sizing could be seen (2014 application)

http://www.epa.govt.nz/eez/EEZ000004/EEZ000004_20_Mark%20Hadfield_(Se
diment%20plume%20modelling).PDF

Animation 5 (mp4, 2 mb) Near-bottom SSC of mining-derived
sediment in the 38–90 μm range from the suspended source at location
A.
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Zero source
rate for plume
modelling in
2016

2.3Million Tonne
reduction in ‘fines’
compared to last
application: 76%
reduction
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19.

Page 21, point 42. As a result of the settling tests and numerical modelling it was decided
that for the purposes of the passive plume dispersion modelling in the ROMS model the fines
mass could be represented as settling with velocities of 0.01mm/s, 0.1mm/s, 1.0mm/s with mass
proportioned 30%, 63% and 7% respectively (see Table 7.3 of HR Wallingford, 2015). All of the
fine material settling with velocities of 10.0mm/s was predicted to be trapped within the mining
pit.

Karen’s Comments:
1. The DMC needs to be aware of the material variances in fines mass proposed by NIWA &
HRW – the table referenced by point 42 does not show this. The HRW reference to
Table 7.3 – does not show the ‘proportion by mass’ – these are given in Table 7-1 (HRW
results) and Table 7-2 (NIWA results) only for <38microns (pg 18 of HRW 2015 report).
Recommendation to DMC: There is a material lack of audit trail for point 42, and as the
percentages are so different – more information and linkage needs providing. I noted
this information gap on page 224 of my submission, point 4.

20.

0.01mm/s HRW = 6%

NIWA = 16%

Point 42 = 30%

0.1mm/s

HRW = 37%

NIWA = 21%

Point 43 = 63%

1.0mm/s

HRW = 6%

NIWA = 46%

Point 43 = 7%

Page 21, point 43:

Annular Flume Resuspension Tests

Karen’s comments:
1. The expert evidence provides no commentary on shear stress results for greater than
0.2Pa, and any in-situ testing that supports the probability of this occurring. This is
important as raising the shear stress to 0.3Pa nearly doubled the SSC concentrations for
both the 4.5 and 2 day consolidation.
Example:


after 4.5 hours consolidation, at 0.3Pa = 418mg.l ̄¹ (verses 228mg.l ̄¹ at 0.2Pa)



after 2 days consolidation, at 0.3Pa = 278mg.l ̄¹ (verses 138mg.l ̄¹
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2. Also, there was resuspension at 0.1Pa (0.1Pa was used in the previous application).
Example:
o

Shearing 0.1Pa after 4.5hours of consolidation, increased the turbidity by 8%

o

Shearing 0.1Pa after 2 days of consolidation, increased the turbidity by 23%

3. In the video snips in my response to Point 61, it clearly shows the elevated 38-90 micron
SSC when waves are higher.

21.

Page 22, point 45 The average rate at which fines are introduced into the sediment
transport model to represent the passive plume at the mining area during operations is the
sum of the fifth column of Table 2, namely 22.9kg/s (equivalent to about 0.7 Million Tonnes
per year). This contrasts with the mean inputs of fines from the riverine discharges of
373kg/s used in the model (which are equivalent to about 12 Million Tonnes per year
Karen’s comment:
1. A misleading comparison is made – between the 22.9kg/s of fines (0.7Mtonnes) AFTER
significant TRAPPING RATES HAVE BEEN APPLIED and river input TONNAGES WITHOUT
TRAPPING RATES applied (river inputs occur inshore, over a vast stretch of coastline
from Cape Egmont down to Wanganui of 373kg/s, 12 MTonnes).

Patea river

I noted in point 15: Only 316,000 (0.02%) of the 12MT relates to the Patea river – which
is the river that affects the coastline in the area inshore from the Project site. 72% of the
12MT relates to the Wanganui and Manawatu river – much further down the coast from
Patea.)

TTR fine
sediment prior
to trapping
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2. In addition, the modelling has the background sediment settling at slower rates than the
Project sediment. . .making for misleading comparisons.

a. 20% of the Project sediment is the 8-16microns which had a 0.1mm/s fall rate –
yet the background sediment is given a much slower fall rate of 0.01mm/s.
b. Likewise the background sediment between 16-63microns is given a fall rate of
0.76mm/s – which is significantly slower than the Project sediment of this size
which is given 1.0mms and 10mm/s fall rate.


4-16 microns, background sediment = 0.01mm/s



<8



8-16 microns, Project sediment = 0.1mm/s



16-63microns, background sediment = 0.76mm/s



16-38 microns, Project sediment = 1.0 mm/s



39-90 microns, Project sediment = 10.0mm/s

microns, Project sediment = 0.01
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22.

Page 22, point 46 Desalination Plant This seawater is drawn in from the surface
waters adjacent to the IMV. The typical suspended solids content of the water will be less
than 1 mg/l
Karen’s comment:
Point 46 details the low SSC that naturally occurs at the Project site.

23.

Page 23, point 47 47. The iron ore concentrate will be slurrified with desalinated
water and pumped from the IMV to the FSO. This will reduce the chloride content of the ore.
The iron ore concentrate will be dewatered on board the FSO. No chemicals or fines will be
released from the FSO but the filtered transport water will be discharged back to the sea.
Incorrect statement in point 47. Hadfield in the previous application provided a separate
report on the hyperbaric filter, used for dewatering on the FSO. 10% of the discharge will be
iron-ore silt, with a grain size less than 63micron.

http://www.epa.govt.nz/eez/EEZ000004/EEZ000004_Hadfield%20%20Hyperbaric%20Filter%20Discharge%20Sediment%20-%2025%20March.pdf
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24.

Page 23, point 48 Experience during grade control drilling operations has shown that
losses of fines during placement and operation of the rig and pumping of samples to the
vessel are minimal.
Karen’s Comments:
1. See my submission page 105, for a video & link to YouTube showing sediment release
with grade control drilling.
2. No referencing to academic journals

25.

Page 24, point 50 In addition to the recirculation of fines with the transport water,
the crawler will be moving across the seabed over a lane width of about 24 m width at an
average speed of 35 to 70 m/hour.
Karen’s comments: Page 341 of my submission shows a crawler half the size of the one
proposed by TTR, mining at 1,000 m² an hour. Why is the TTR operation so slow in
comparison?

26.

Page 26, point 57 The horizontal resolution of the Cook Strait model is 2 km and that
of the SMD model is 1km. Sensitivity tests were undertaken for a sub area of the SMD model
with a model with a 500 m grid.
Karen’s comment:

1. I support Dr Chin’s observations that a 50x50m or 100x100m, will provide a much more
accurate model of sediment deposition over the area with the greatest environmental
impact. Local knowledge has not been sought by NIWA or TTR, so there exists a
significant information gap/ lack of ‘best information’ on the hard substrate reefs with
significant biotic cover and life within the impact zone.
Below I have an extract from SKM Dr Chin, which shows the smaller grid size being used
in Australia to determine the impact from a 4Mm³ dredging project, of a limited time
frame. I recommend to the DMC that TTR at 27Mm³ over 35 years, could apply ‘best
available information’ principles, if (for example) the substrate within 30km radius from
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both ends of the Project site was mapped, the topography used to inform modelling,
and a small grid size applied to modelling.
In my comments in Point 67, point 2 I detail how bed-form can impact 20-fold on SSC
results.

2. The environmental impact requires knowledge of the plume impact (by sediment group,
near bottom and surface) over these as yet unmapped substrates. The likely
percentage of reef habitat impacted can be estimated – this has not been done to date,
and represents a significant information gap.

3. Hadfield in the previous submission stated “The model runs described in this report were
carried out on the 1 km grids, with the 500 m grids used in the past to investigate the
sensitivity of the model results to the grid resolution.” Hadfield in his ‘Statement of
Summary of Evidence’ in the last submission accepts the 1km grid spacing has limited the
accuracy of the near source. Hadfield in the previous submission ‘Statement of
Evidence’ noted “ A comparison between matched models at 1 km and 500 m grid
resolution showed that the latter produces similar spatial patterns overall, but with a
sharper peak in near-bottom SSC at the source” (point 9)

4. Extract from Hadfield regarding grid spacing limits accuracy of near source
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5.

Extract below from: ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT FROM THE
TRANS-TASMAN RESOURCES MARINE CONSENT APPLICATION: SEDIMENT PLUME MODEL
Date: March 2014 Review by: Dr Chenonn Chin
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4M m³ was
the total
dredged
disposal
involved (TTR
27M m³ every
year for 35
years) – and
the former
used a
50mx50m grid
for
environmental
impact
assessment.
http://www.epa.govt.nz/Publications/Sediment%20plume%20model%20040314_FINAL.pdf

27.

Page 28, Point 61 The short term flow patterns within the SMD are less well defined
over periods of a few days and can be influenced by wind driven fluctuations in the currents.
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This can result in short term residual currents over the resource area being landward or
stationary, all of which can then influence fine sediment plume behaviour
Karen’s Comments: Please note: I am using Hadfield’s 2014 video, to illustrate wind and
wave movements impacting SSC – which will still be pertinent for the 2016 application.
1. HRW have not presented the full picture: HRW restricts their comments in point 61 to
‘landward & stationary’ – this is not the case when you view Hadfield’s videos supplied
as part of his Statement of Evidence in Chief’ Feb 2014. See my examples in points 5-11
below.
(The vertical plane video in 2014 only ran for the period 10/01/2011 to 28/07/2011,
which misses five months of the year – but the surface video SSC ran 10/01/2011 to
19/03/2013.)
2. Information Gap: Videos of the surface SSC, bottom SSC and vertical plane were not
supplied in this application – which is not enabling the DMC/experts to have ‘the best
available information’. To illustrate the importance of the ‘different impacts on the
same day’ due to sediment micron properties – I have shown three different views on
the same day in my examples below.

3. Trans-Tasman Resources placed on their website an ‘optical video’ (not SSC), similar to
that provided by Pinkerton in the previous application. The TTR video does not show a
‘mining only’ result. The viewer would be unaware that over the November to March
period the plume is mainly confined to the bottom 10m due to stratification, so the
optical view of sediment during this period will be reduced. ERROR: The TTR optical
video confusingly states 28/06/2012 but runs March 2011 to March 2013
http://ttrl.co.nz/
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4 videos on TTR’s website –
they are not of SSC, instead
they are ‘optical view’ – so
don’t show SSC by sediment
size, and don’t show surface
SSC and bottom SSC.
Information Gap: The fourth
video is not of the Project
site – it is site 66 which is
not in the EEZ.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9jtlahVXQo&list=UU21mzZJY4P38bO8fYqCx2w&index=4
4. A proportionately larger component on the total plume may head landward, but as the
videos show – a significant portion of high sediment levels can head offshore at the
same time. (NOTE: dark green area (5–10 mg/L) & blue area (10–20 mg/L). 2014 SSC
plume modelling)
Point 5 to 11 are all examples off the plume heading offshore.
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5. This is one example of the plume heading offshore by about 20km from the source
(26/02/16)

20 km
km

26/02/2011 Same day, but surface SSC –
the red arrow shows a moderate southerly
wind (red arrow) and moderate wave (red
line) – the plume heads 20km offshore, as
well as landward

6. Below is another example of the plume heading offshore by 15 km (06/03/2016).
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15km

Surface SSC” The southerly wind is
fairly strong, and the waves are
fairly high on 6/03/2011 – driving
sediment 15km offshore, as well as
landward.

06/03/2011 Bottom SSC 38-90 micron:
When the waves are high

7. Another example of the plume heading offshore by 20km (05/04/2011)
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In this 5/04/2011 surface SSC you can see the
red arrow (southerly wind) is very small, but
the wave height is fairly large – the plume has
headed 15km offshore, as well as landward.

50km

20km
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Bottom 38-90micron 5/04/2011 when
the waves are high

8. Below: another example of the plume heading offshore by 25 km (14/05/2011)

25km

Surface SSC: The wave height (red bar) is
high, and a smaller N/W wind (arrow) has
pushed sediment 25km offshore, as well
as landward 14/05/2011
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Bottom 38-90 micron, 14/05/2011

9. Above another example of the plume heading offshore by 20km (26/06/2011)

20km

Surface SSC: 26/06/2011 the wind is a not
strong southerly (arrow) but the waves are
fairly high (red line) pushing sediment 20km
offshore
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10. Below: another example of the plume heading offshore by 35 km (02/07/2011)

35km

Surface SSC: The wind is a very tiny
northerly (arrow) and small waves (red
line). The sediment has been pushed
offshore 35km 02/07/2011.

11. Hadfield ‘Statement of Evidence in Chief’ 2014 the plume usually extends from the
bottom to the surface, with the bottom concentration usually perceptibly higher than
the surface concentration. There are periods when the plume appears to be confined
below a depth of 10 m, and these tend to occur in the warmer months of the year
(November to March) when the water column is more likely to be stratified by surface
warming.
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Example of stratification, in
January, the warmer month
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28.

Page 31, point 67.

The model was also compared against short periods of

measurements of near bed sediment concentrations on Patea Shoals (see Section 4.3 of Hadfield
and Macdonald (2015)). The measurements were made with Acoustic Backscatter Sensors (ABS)
and it was identified that there was considerable variation in measured data from one site to
another under similar hydrodynamic forcing. The data was characterised by short periods of
resuspension, the timing of which was reproduced by the model. However, the observed bursts of
SSC were not consistent. This may be linked to variability in bed form and associated near bed
friction and turbulence which are not spatially varying in the model.
Karen’s Comments:
1. The ‘near bed sediment concentrations’ referred to in point 67 was (to be more precise)
sand >63micron .

2. The comment ‘may be linked to variability in bedform’ misses the important point made in
section 4.3 that MacDonald et al. (2012) attributed the fact that the model over-predicted
background SSC for site 6, and attributed that to differences in bed form geometry which
can give rise to SSC differences by a factor of 20 (Green and Black (1999).

3. I recommended to the DMC (pg 22 of my submission) that a multibeam survey be
conducted. It is important to have an accurate modelled SSC for the area most at risk
ecologically – and this requires knowledge of the bedform topography. The multibeam
survey would assist in extrapolating some indication of the likely density of plant and animal
life within the Patea Banks – which at present is largely unknown by the experts and DMC.

Numerous
unmapped
sub-tidal
reefs around
the Site 6
area

http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/NIWA_Sediment_Plume_Modelling_Report_Full_v
ersion.pdf
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29.

Page 72, Point 68: In the offshore area where observations of suspended sediment
concentrations are very low (typically less than 1 mg/l) the model background predictions are
effectively zero. The plume does not often extend into these offshore areas and here the
predicted SSC in the plumes can be considered against a background of effectively zero SSC.
Karen’s comments
1. Disagree with the comment in point 68. As no video of the SSC is available for this
application, I have reviewed Hadfield’s 2014 videos for SSC, as the wind and wave data is
still pertinent. The plume extending offshore fairly regularly
2. I have used video 5 (near bottom 38-90micron) and video 6 (near bottom 0-38micron)
from Hadfield in the previous application. The dates are 30/4/2012 & 26/6/2012

3. My video snips below show that that higher wave action increases SSC for 38-90 micron size
and can result in elevated SSC offshore. Hadfield confirms this observation: Extract from
Statement of Evidence in Chief 2014:
http://www.epa.govt.nz/eez/EEZ000004/EEZ000004_20_Mark%20Hadfield_(Sediment%20plume%20
modelling).PDF

51. Animation 5 shows near-bottom SSC for the two 38–90 μm classes (one representing
material from the hydro-cyclone discharge and the other suspended material from the
tailings discharge). Within a few days after the release starts, an elliptical plume develops
with an initial extent of up to 20 km. The concentration is clearly correlated with the wave
height and in low-wave conditions the plume contracts
53. In effect the model is producing two distinct plumes from the suspended source, one of
coarser material (38–90 μm) and another of finer material (< 38 μm). The 38–90 μm
sediment has an assumed settling velocity of 2.8 mm/s (10.4 m/hour). It is susceptible to
erosion in high-energy conditions, but sinks to the bottom again quickly. It is seldom mixed
to the surface and it spreads relatively slowly by a process of suspension, transport and
deposition
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Bottom 38-90 micron, 30/04/2012:

The same day
but different
sediment
responses –
due to the fact
that they have
different
‘characteristics

Near bottom 0-38micron: Hadfield states “It is
highly mobile. It appears to be shifted around by
the wind but not much affected by the wave
height. It frequently impinges on the coast between
Patea and Whanganui–usually at concentrations less
than 10 mg/L 30/04/2012

Bottom 38-90 micron: A strong
westerly (red arrow) with large
waves (red line) results in
elevated offshore SSC,
26/06/2012

The same
day, but
different
sediment
responses
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Bottom 0-38 micron: The video
clearly shows the different
‘characteristics’ of this micron
size, and how it is impacted by
wind, more so than the 3890micron. 26/06/2012

30.

Point 71. The ROMS model was run to represent the effects of the mining activity. The
mining sources were introduced over the last 800 days of the 1,000 day simulation with 20%
downtime for the mining operation included over the 800 day period. The cases presented in
Section 5.1.1 of Hadfield and Macdonald (2015) help illustrate the variety of short term
distributions the plume can take up depending upon wind driven fluctuations in the currents.
Karen’s Comments:
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1. HRW point 71 does not note the additional 2.5% downtime, due significant wave heights
over 4m. HRW do not note how the downtime was applied (cycle of 16 days on, 4 days
off . I acknowledge that Hadfield did not include this detail in his Sediment Plume
Modelling October 2015 report – but this was the approach in the previous application.
http://www.epa.govt.nz/eez/EEZ000004/EEZ000004_20_Mark%20Hadfield_(Sediment%
20plume%20modelling).PDF (ref = previous application: page 11, point 40)
2. HRW in point 71 do not clarify that the ‘cases’ referred to are surface SSC plume. This is
important context that is missing.

3. Unlike the previous application the transect is not through the Project source, but at
varying distances from the source – with no explanation as to why the variability in
approach has been used.

4. Case 1 is in January, when stratification of the water can restrict sediment to the bottom
10m (see Hadfield 2014).

Confusingly, Hadfield in 2016 states the sediment is ‘mixed throughout the water
column’ = contradictory information to 2014, about warmer waters and stratification.
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5. Case 1 (Figure 5-1 & 5-2, page 47) was dates of 17,18,19 January 2011. This is one of the
smallest plume footprints in the video (based on 2014 video).
2016 Application: Hadfield
2014 Application
MacDonald 2015

Case 1
17 Jan
2011

Case 1
18 Jan
2011

Case 1
19 Jan
2011
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6.

Case 2
14
September
2011

7.

Case 3
22
September
2011
8.

Case 4
2 October
2011

9.

Case 5
18
December
2011

10.
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Case 6
25 July
2012
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31.

Page 33, point 72. Figure 8 presents the results of the sediment transport modelling
for median near surface SSC with mining at Site A on the inshore edge of the mining area.
The top figure shows the baseline predictions with less than 0.5 mg/l (light blue contour)
predicted as background levels over the inshore part of the mining area. The middle figure
shows the mining derived SSC, which has values of up to 1.0 mg/l (light purple contour) in
the mining area.
Karen’s comments:
1. It is important to mention the lack of independence in the sample sizes used for the
HRW analysis, the lack of independent attestation as to the statistical robustness of
samples, the gaps in testing all sediment samples, the gaps in 3D and 1DV results by
micron size, the wave heights used to support results not reflecting high wave events –
and all the other issues highlighted in my submission. In this context I find little point in
commenting in much depth on the 1.0mg/L result.

2. As my video snips show in Point 68 – higher wave events suspend the 38-90 micron –
but as there is none of this sizing in the plume model the ‘median surface SSC’ no longer
reflects this characteristic. I have raised in my submission questions about the 100%
trapping of this sediment size.

3. Context is important: The ‘median SSC’ being 1mg/L is materially less, when you
consider that Hadfield 2014 described the 0-38 micron as ‘usually less than 10mg/L.
In winter the median near surface increases around the source to 1-5mg/L

4. By comparison to the median near surface SSC, the median near bottom SSC (page 61
NIWA Plume Modelling 2015) is 14.09mg/L (highest 99th percentile 54.83 mining point B)
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32.

Page 35, point 75 The model report also presents the results analysed for summer
and winter seasons. This shows that in winter the naturally driven background
concentrations in the nearshore area are higher, as a consequence of river discharge and
resuspension by wave action, and as a result the plume is more conspicuous above the
background levels in summer local to the mining area.
Karen’s comments:

1. The Background sediment fall rates are slower than the Project fine sediment fall rates, this
makes comparisons difficult.

2. Missing in point 75 is the context that mining SSC in winter increases by a factor of 2-3 (see
page 62 NIWA report). No explanation is provided in the report as to why.

3. The model report missed showing summer and winter results for the near-bottom. Point 75
does not note this.

4. Missing from point 75 is the comment that in summer the Project site and 10km away have
‘nil’ for the background median near surface SSC. With mining this is no longer the case,
with SSC covering the nil area.
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33.

Page 35, point 36 Time series of SSC have been produced for the locations shown in
Figure 10. An example of the time series output for location 1, Rolling Grounds is provided in
Figure 11.
Karen’s comments:
1. The time series is missing important fishing areas. I have given two maps from two
fishermen, highlighting some important fishing areas for them. All their areas are
missing from the time series.
It is important to note, that that the BEMP for fixed moorings, and sub-tidal reef
monitoring use locations similar to the ‘time series of SSC’. This means they also miss
the important fishing areas.
Many of the important fish species in the area, e.g. cod, are found in close proximity to
reefs.

2.

The time series is described as “Figure 11 Time series of suspended sediment
concentrations predicted at Rolling Grounds, 1km from edge of mining area.” But the
title calls the area ‘customary fishing’. This does not reconcile to the customary fishing
map supplied by Te Tai Hauauru Fish Forum (Appendix 4.6 to the EIA)

The site 1km from the
Project is not the
customary fishing
area – I have attached
the customary fishing
map below

3. As there are numerous assumptions, uncertainties and information gaps, I thought it
prudent to look at the predicted SSC in the very first application. I have included the
snip below, and it is informative to see the lowest SSC was 8mg/L and the highest
416mg/L. (see pg 63)
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Figure 10: Locations at which time series of suspended sediment concentration have been
predicted
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This is a DOC map, which reflects
their lack of knowledge also, of the
reef structures known to
divers/fisherman (I have placed
the Project on it)

This is one
fisherman’s good
fishing areas – these
are locations missed
by the time series of
SSC

Project area
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The area of good fishing,
is also where possible
future mining interests
within the territorial
waters lie

EEZ boundary at
22km
Another fishermans good spots in
areas not covered in the time series
of SSC or in the BEMP
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http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/Appendices_to_Impact_Assessment_23_August_2
016.pdf page 73/514
Another fisherman’s good spots – again not
covered by the time series of SSC or the
BEMP
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http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/Appendices_to_Impact_Assessment_23_August_2
016.pdf pg 107 or pg 17 BEMP

Pg 108 or pg 18 BEMP
http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/Appendices_to_Impact_Assessment_23_August_2
016.pdf
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Above: A picture from NIWA nearshore
map, in the first application

Due to the assumptions and uncertainties involved with the modelling, it can be beneficial to
look at the ‘predicted case’ shown when TTR did their first application - SSC mg/L was in the
region of 416 mg/L
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Page 38, point 79:
Karen’s comments:
1. It is noted that the Expert has made an amendment to the IA comments, by stating
within 3km from the plume, a deposition of 3mm may occur.

34.

Page 39, point 81: The redeposited material in the mining area has a higher fines
content than the adjacent seabed, partly because of the removal of the ore but also because
of the conservative assumptions made about the fines content of the material to be
extracted (assumed to be 3.7% fines).
Karen’s comments:
1. Missing from point 81 is the contribution to fines as a result of the
grinding/beneficiation process. This process is highly energy intensive and is done to
liberate as much of the ore as possible. It is also a significant point of difference to other
ocean extraction operations e.g. dredging, and diamond mining.
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35.

Page 39, point 81 Consideration has also been given to the mobility of the material
placed back onto the sea bed in the mining area (see Section 5.3 of Hadfield and Macdonald,
2015).
Karen’s comments:
1. Missing in point 5.3 is any comments on ‘pits & mounds’ – the cumulative extent
running into many kilometres. My submission, page 23, pages 599-617 cover this in
detail – as the transport of sediment can be impacted by 40% - 200%. It is significant
that Dr Malcolm Green’s Expert Evidence obtained in the last submission 2014, was not
included in this 2016 application.

2. Missing in point 5.3 is any commentary on the different sediment micron sizes and their
susceptibility for re-suspension. See my 38-90 micron sizing responses to significant
wave heights – in point 29(3). Yet this sizing has zero input to the plume modelling

3. Missing in point 5.3 is any commentary on the impact of the propellers’, on the Patch
sediment resuspension.

4. Missing in point 81 is comment that the model’s ‘active layer thickness’ does not take
into account the complex bed forms in the area. It is uncertain as to what is being
referred to as ‘complex bed forms’.

5. Missing in point 5.3 is any recognition that mining the seafloor causes a significant
change to the ‘natural bed-form’ – with the elimination of the substantial shell hash
that occurs in areas of the Project site. The shell-hash is a protective barrier to sediment
re-suspension.
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36.

Point 82, page 40

Based on the modelled outputs of suspended sediment

concentrations from the project it is concluded in the environmental impact assessment that
the effects of the sediment plume near the project will be moderate. I would suggest that
within 3km is an appropriate distance to apply here.
Karen’s comments:

1. Disagree that ‘within 3km the effects of the sediment plume will be moderate’ – the
effects impact over a much greater area, and are greater than ‘moderate’.

2. Note: The figures below come from a report that was previously REDACTED – but
released after an Environmental Court Hearing.

3.

The modelled change in light at the seabed – has an area up to 20km from the Project
severely impacted with a 50-100% reduction in light and a 40% reduction up to 40km
away. And this is the impact, where fine sediment used a source for plume modelling is
24% of what it was in the previous application.

4. Disagree: The modelled median midwater visibility – has an area over 20km from the
Project with a 50% reduction in visibility.
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http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/NIWA_Optical_Effects_Report_Full_version.pdf
pg 75

http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/NIWA_Optical_Effects_Report_Full_version.pdf
pg 56 of the report

37.

Point 87, page 41 During operations a similar programme of measurements to that
undertaken over the two year baseline monitoring programme will be made to inform the
validation and refinement of the operational sediment plume model (described in Draft TTR
EMMP, 2016). These measurements will themselves serve to demonstrate that SSC arising
from the operations are within compliance limits and not causing an adverse effect.
Karen’s comments:
I have concerns over the transparency and linkages within the draft EMMP. My
submission covered some of these, as well as concern over the drafting of a number of
conditions (mainly listed on pgs 43-54).
My submission emphasised the importance of ‘real-time’ monitoring and gave examples
of technology used in dredging operations around the world. The EMMP does not
address these. My submission stressed the importance of the conditions being drafted
so that technology developments over the term of the permit that results in more
accurate monitoring can be adopted.
Some of the limitations/lack of linkages are detailed below
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1. There is a conflict between Condition 6 where it is stated that if there is a breach of
the compliance limit then iron extraction will cease immediately and the EMMP 5.6
where it states that the first response to an exceedance of a compliance limit will be
to undertake a full assessment of all monitoring results, the OSPM, weather
conditions – to determine if the exceedance is a result of natural conditions or the
Project. And if no clear answer the first option it to undertake additional sampling.
No mention of stopping operations.

2. Point 87 does not acknowledge the large amount of information I included in my
submission on the network of reefs known to locals in the territorial water, plus the
reef structure in the Project site and the 4nm of potential ‘sponge garden’ reef. The
draft EMMP misses these areas from monitoring.
a. 2.7.3 ‘Technical Review Group (TRG) – states the importance of community
knowledge, but does not include the local diving or fishing clubs
b. 2.8.1 Table 2 – SSC Response & Compliance Limits. As per 2.7 the limits have “These
limits have been implemented to prevent the SSC from the iron sand extraction
plume in combination with naturally occurring suspended sediment, from reaching
the 95th percentile of levels of natural SSC experienced at those particular
locations.”
The Response & Compliance Limits need to also include a measurement for the
median. Substantial increases in tonnage output of fine sediment could occur for
TTR and not result in triggering a response.
I have calculated that the median mining could increase 16 fold, and there would be
no operational response limit triggered.
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Background:
Median = 3.7mg/L
95th percentile = 12.4mg/L

Table 2
Response limit = 7.2
Compliance limit = 12.4
(data page 60 of M
Dearneley Expert
Evidence)
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Mining:
Median = 0.2 mg/L
95th percentile =
1.5mg/L

c. 2.8.1, Figure 4 – ‘SSC Response & Compliance Limit Locations’ – misses areas
popular for fishing, and the area where the 4nm potential ‘sponge garden’ is.
d. 4.6 Reporting: ‘Raw or summarised data’ will be presented in appendices – as the
EPA and TRG do not get the Daily Reports, it is important that raw data results are
available, otherwise significant outliers can be lost in summarised results. I have
detailed the RISK involved with this on page 159 of my submission
e. 6.4.1 Validation of the Sediment Plume Model: The load of fine sediment created
by iron sand extraction is to be measured by LSST (Laser In-Situ Scatter and
Tranmissometer) but as per 6.5 there are only 2 measurements, the start of
extraction and six months later.
f.

6.4.1 details the OSPM (operational plume modelling validation) as including LSST
but fails to disclose the detail in 6.4.1 – that there will only be 2 measurements.

g. 6.4.2.2 The LSST technology allows measurement of the time series of SSC and
particle size distribution, and the LISST-ST the time series of settling velocity. This
equipment captures critically important data, and so I recommend to be
continuously deployed over the 35 year mining period.
h. 4.8 The OSPM (Operational Sediment Plume Model) is to be calibrated and validated
every 2 years (after the first three years). This appears too long as a calibration
period.
i.

5.5.1 surface water sampling 5m below the surface – yet the surface SSC used for
modelling was 0.46m. (The thickness of the near-surface and near-bottom layers is
dependent on water depth. At the depth of source location A, approximately 30 m,
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the nearsurface layer is 0.46 m thick and the near-bottom layer is 1.07 m thick.
Hadfield Statement of Evidence in Chief point 47).
j.

It is unclear from 5.5 ‘Sampling Design’ what exactly is being monitored
continuously (5.5.1) and telemetered back to shore on an hourly basis. 5.5.5 says
sedimentation rates will be measured by traps and that (5.5.2)turbidity will be
monitored and a water sample collected and tested for SSC to calibrate the SSC and
Turbidity relationship. 5.5.2 says it will be downloaded every month, and makes no
mention of being telemetered back as per 2.7.

k. Vertical profiling campaigns occur at the time of servicing instruments (monthly)
and used to monitor for compliance with response and compliance limits
l.

The only ‘continuous water quality parameter’ appears to be 5.5.7 a CTD
(conductivity, temperature and depth) profiler which is downloaded and analysed
within 12 hours. This is not SSC.

m. 6.3 states the monitoring programme objectives will be achieved through moored
instruments (turbidity, temperature, conductivity) no mention of SSC. Water
sampling that provide ‘snap-shots’ of the plume, and moored particle size and
settling velocity monitors. There is no mention of ‘telemetering back to shore on
an hourly basis’.
n. 6.4.2.1 Sampling of data from the ship processing (loss rates and release of fines)
will continue for 6 months, to determine if source terms are as predicted. There is
no mention of correlating this to the grade control drilling, to ensure a ‘mud lens’
has been included during this 6 month period.
o.

No mention in the EMMP or BEMP has been made on deploying OBS. In contrast
to the ABS, the OBS is much more sensitive to fine sediments (silts, clays and muds)
than it is to coarse sediments (sand).
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http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/Report_12_NIWA_Oceanographic_
Measurements_November_2015.pdf
p. 5.5.1 & 5.5.2 discusses the relationship of turbidity and SSC. My submission covered
the issues/limitations involved with using turbidity, rather than SSC. 2.8.1 states
turbidity may be used as a proxy for SSC.
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EXPERT EVIDENCE OF JASON LEUNG-WAI ON BEHALF OF TRANS TASMAN RESOURCES
LIMITED
15 DECEMBER 2016
Reference: TTRL evidence published 19/12/2016 Expert Witness 15: Jason Leung-Wai
Economic Report (27 pages)
http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/14._Jason_Leung-Wai_Economic.pdf

1. The Expert Witness report does not address any of the points I raised in my

submission. The Expert Witness does not acknowledge that I have raised issues.

2. Non-reconcilable/poor audit trail I have obtained the economic data from the Section 158
information application documents (released information due to Environment Court
Decision)

Martin Jenkins information request Full version (pdf, 252kb)

http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/Martin_Jenkins_information_request_Full_version
.pdf .
I have used Table 1 from the ‘EPA Information Request’ (the Employment Multipliers) and
Table 2 (forecasted Direct Employment figures) & placed them in a spreadsheet: see below.
I am unable to reconcile the results to those shown in the Impact Assessment, pages 74, 75
– Table 4.2 National FTE, Table 4.3 Taranaki/Wanganui FTE, and Table 4.4 the local South
Taranaki/Wanganui FTE.
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RECOMMEND TO THE DMC: My table (using Martin Jenkins data only) is reconciled to the
FTE figures in the Impact Assessment.
3. Point 50. GHD noted that the multipliers used were developed by a third party applying a
bottom-up approach and that the multipliers were not cross-referenced to similar analysis
carried out for other projects or to established New Zealand regional multipliers.

Point 52. As noted, the study used multipliers from Butcher Partners. Butcher Partners is an
acknowledged and well referenced supplier of regional multipliers that have been used in
numerous economic impact analyses used for consenting purposes. I consider it was
appropriate to use the Butcher Palmers multipliers as:

Point 55. I have not cross-referenced the multipliers against other projects as multipliers will
be different for every project depending upon how expenditure is assigned across
industries and the study area being considered.

Point 57. Different projects will have different expenditure patterns. Calculations are made
at the individual industry level (106 industries) and then summed to provide the total
impact.

1. The employment impact has been over-inflated at all levels (local, regional and national)
as the Industry line item ‘Exploration and other mining support services’/ ‘third-party,
subcontracted services’ includes a contract to De-Beers.
2. 48 FTE are shown under the line item ‘Exploration and other mining support services’
and there is no information supporting the number supplied by De-Beers.
3. All the local 48 FTE had a multiplier of 1.6 applied locally, resulting in an additional 76.8
‘Direct’ FTE’s locally. To increase direct labour figures locally, based on a multiplier
attached to labour that comes from a third party, and likely a majority overseas third
party – is tenuous. Third party suppliers are usually accounted for via ‘Indirect’ rather
than ‘Direct’ multipliers.
4. The ‘Exploration & other mining support services’ have 66 North Taranaki FTE’s and a
multiplier of 1.6 has been applied for ‘direct labour’, resulting in 105 more ‘direct labour’
units. To increase direct labour figures for North Taranaki, based on a multiplier
attached to labour that comes from a third party, and likely a majority overseas third
party – is tenuous. Third party suppliers are usually accounted for via ‘indirect’ rather
than ‘direct’ multipliers.
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5. The ‘Exploration & other mining support services’ have 37 National FTE’s and a
multiplier of 1.6 has been applied for ‘direct labour’, resulting in 59 more ‘direct labour’
units. To increase direct labour figures Nationally based on a multiplier attached to
labour that comes from a third party, and likely a majority overseas third party – is
tenuous. Third party suppliers are usually accounted for via ‘indirect’ rather than
‘direct’ multipliers.
a. The #48 Direct local, the #66 Direct North Taranaki & #37 Direct National –
only those directly employed by TTR should be included. Those FTE’s provided
by De-Beers should be excluded.
b. The #76.8 Direct ST/Wanganui multiplier FTE’s, the #105.6 Direct North
Taranaki multiplier FTE’s & #59.2 Direct National FTE’s = #208. There is a
strong case to say these FTE’s should not be included as Direct FTE’s.
6. CANNOT RECONCILE MY TABLE TO IA: If you look at the ‘Direct only’ part of my table,
the direct plus multiplier direct = #477. Table 4.2 of the IA shows nationally #463 FTE
Direct
7. CANNOT RECONCILE MY TABLE TO IA: If you look at the ‘Direct & Indirect’ part of my
table (far right) you see a figure of Indirect FTE’s of #268. Table 4.2 of the IA shows
#683FTE’s
8. CANNOT RECONCILE MY TABLE TO IA: If you look at the ‘Direct, Indirect, Induced’ part
of my table (far right) you see a figure of ‘Induced’ of #150FTE. Table 4.2 shows induced
FTE#520.
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After
Employment
Multiplier
Rest of
multiplier
Rest of
New Zealand Table 1
New Zealand Offshore
Butcher & Partners
0
0
1.8
0
151.8
37
3.7
136.9
26
0
0
1.6
0
40.3
0
1.8
0
4 Total Direct &
6.5
1
1.7
1.7
Indirect
10.8
26
1.4
36.4
Excluding
Indirect
0
0
2.6
0
Offshore
Portion
209.4
64
175
30
746.4
268.8

After
Employment
Multiplier
Rest of
multiplier
Rest of
New Zealand Table 1
New Zealand Offshore
Butcher & Partners
0
0
2.5
0
184.8
37
5.5
203.5
26
0
0
2.3
0
46.5
0
2.5
0
4 Total Direct &
7.5
1
2.3
2.3
Indirect &
12.6
26
2
52
Induced
Induced
0
0
4
0
Excl Offshore Portion
251.4
64
257.8
30
896.5
150.1

DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED
Before
After
After
Multiplier
Employment
Multiplier
Employment
Multiplier
Wanganui &
multiplier
Wanganui &
Rest of
multiplier
Rest of
South Taranaki Table 1
South Taranaki
Taranaki
Table 1
Taranaki
Butcher & Partners
Butcher & Partners
Fabricated metal productR&M
manufacturing
work on vessels
0
1.3
0
0
1.6
Exploration & other mining
3rdsupport
party provision of services to the offshore
48
mining vessel
2.8
134.4
66
2.8
Scientific, architectural and
other
engineering
technical support services
0
1.3
0
0
1.5
Other transport
direct labour costs
13
1.3
16.9
31
1.5
Basic Material Wholesaling
Heavy Fuel Oil
0
0
0
5
1.5
Legal & Accounting services
corporate expenditure
0
0
0
9
1.4
Health & Insurance
insurance costs
0
0
0
0
0
61
151.3
111

DIRECT & INDIRECT

DIRECT & INDIRECT
DIRECT & INDIRECT
Before
After
After
Multiplier
Employment
Multiplier
Employment
Multiplier
LABOUR
Wanganui &
multiplier
Wanganui &
Rest of
multiplier
Rest of
South Taranaki Table 1
South Taranaki
Taranaki
Table 1
Taranaki
"Industry"
"Expenditure by expense category"
Butcher & Partners
Butcher & Partners
Fabricated metal productR&M
manufacturing
work on vessels
0
1.2
0
0
1.3
Exploration & other mining
3rdsupport
party provision of services to the offshore
48
mining vessel
2.3
110.4
66
2.3
Scientific, architectural and
other
engineering
technical support services
0
1.1
0
0
1.2
Other transport
direct labour costs
13
1.2
15.6
31
1.3
Basic Material Wholesaling
Heavy Fuel Oil
0
0
0
5
1.3
Legal & Accounting services
corporate expenditure
0
0
0
9
1.2
Health & Insurance
insurance costs
0
0
0
0
0
61
126
111

DIRECT ONLY
DIRECT ONLY
DIRECT ONLY
Before
After
After
After
Multiplier
Employment
Multiplier
Employment
Multiplier
Employment
Multiplier
Wanganui &
multiplier
Wanganui &
Rest of
multiplier
N & S Taranaki &
Rest of
multiplier
Rest of
South Taranaki Table 1
South Taranaki
Taranaki
Table 1
Wanganui
New Zealand Table 1
New Zealand Offshore
Butcher & Partners
Butcher & Partners
Butcher & Partners
Fabricated metal productR&M
manufacturing
work on vessels
0
4.1
0
0
4.1
0
0
4.1
0
Exploration & other mining
3rdsupport
party provision of services to the offshore
48
mining vessel
1.6
76.8
66
1.6
105.6
37
1.6
59.2
26
Scientific, architectural and
other
engineering
technical support services
0
6.3
0
0
6.3
0
0
6.3
0
Other transport
direct labour costs
13
0
0
31
0
0
0
0
0
4
Basic Material Wholesaling
Heavy Fuel Oil
0
0
0
5
0
0
1
0
0
Total Direct
Legal & Accounting services
corporate expenditure
0
0
0
9
0
0
26
0
0
Excluding
Health & Insurance
insurance costs
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.5
0
Offshore
61
76.8
111
105.6
64
59.2
30
477.6
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4. ButcherPartner multiplier’s have been applied, but ButcherPartner’s website clearly states
that :Rather than simply applying an industry average multiplier, which might be quite
inappropriate for the particular project being investigated, BPL incorporates the actual or
projected expenditure pattern of the specific project into the regional model to calculate a
project-specific multiplier which is much more accurate.
While ‘industry’ lines for TTR have been used, the ‘reality’ of these industry items may be
much more different in application for TTR v the Oil & Gas Industry. ButcherPartner needs
to work on the TTR Project, as they have done for other Projects – rather than a third party,
engaged by TTR applying figures.
There needs to be a clear understanding of the nature of Trans-Tasman Resources – which is
unique in its set-up. Recommend to the DMC: ButcherPartner’s need to attest to the
appropriateness of the multiplier’s once they have a full understanding of the TTR operation.

http://butcherpartners.co.nz/regional-input-output-models-and-economic-impact-analysis/

5. Point 65. The royalty regime is for the higher of - a) an ad veloreum 2% of the net sales
revenue of the minerals obtained under the permit and b) an accounting profits royalty of
10% of the accounting profits. In paragraph 30, I have estimated royalties at $6.15m with a
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conservative iron ore price. This is not insignificant. Royalties and taxes would increase
significantly at higher prices as profits increase and royalties move to accounting profits
rather than sales revenue.
Karen’s Comments:
1. As I noted on page 31 of my submission – pricing and tax regimes can greatly impact
on royalties and taxes.
For example, on page 779 of my submission I outline how China’s government wants
to secure future supply and ensuring at least 50% of future iron comes from a
Chinese mine, though not necessarily a mine in China. They are targeting long term
supply. If China is the ultimate majority shareholder in this TTR Company, then there
is no incentive on pricing. Likewise any debt financing from China can be at rates
that impact on profits.
I outlined in page 30 of my submission that the ultimate owner of 43.61% of the TTR
is unknown.
I outlined in page 30 of my submission that 16.25% is held by Cook Investments
Netherlands – the ultimate owner unknown.
59% of TTR’s ultimate ownership is unknown.
I recommend the DMC engage an International Tax Specialist to discuss the methods
employed by Corporates to minimise their tax liabilities & royalty payments. This
gives the ultimate cash flow impact to the NZ economy.

6. Point 67. In relation to concerns about foreign ownership, TTR is a New Zealand company
and will pay royalties and normal New Zealand corporate taxes. It has 42 shareholders, of
which 19 are from New Zealand.9 It will purchase goods and services in, and employ people
in, New Zealand who will also spend in, and be subject to tax in, New Zealand.
Karen’s comments:
Point 67 contains little detail of substance, as the #19 NZ shareholders need to be
traced to their ‘ultimate owners’.
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For example 43.61% of TTR is owned by Minvest Securities NZ Ltd a ‘NZ Company’.
But when the Companies Register is reviewed there is a long trail of ownership,
which results in the ‘Ultimate Owner’ being unknown.
Up until August 2016 the shares held by Minvest were held by Denham Capital
Management a private equity firm, an offshore Company.

7. Point 94. Several conditions within the draft consent conditions proposed by TTR will have a
positive impact on the study area beyond what has been identified in the economic impact
analysis. Effective delivery of these conditions would increase the potential economic impact
from the project. In particular: (a) TTR will provide an annual fund of $50,000 per year
(inflation adjusted) to be administered by the South Taranaki District Council and TTR. The
purpose of the fund is to assist in the establishment of projects for the benefit of the South
Taranaki community, in particular for the social and economic wellbeing of the community.
Karen’s Comments:
1. The South Taranaki District Council’s Mayor submitted on the 14 October 2016 – with
the knowledge (but not a vote/resolution in Council) on TTR’s application.
The Mayor notes that a minimum of $100,000, inflation proofed, for the life of the
consent, be put aside – this was the desire of the Council.
It is interesting to note, that the one economic benefit that TTR could place in Condition
44 with certainty would be the annual fund – other economic benefits to the region are
not certain, as there is a lack of evidential proof e.g. Memorandum of Understandings,
Letters of proof of Engagement with big regional industry.
Considering the scale of benefit to the shareholders of TTR – a high quality iron ore
supply, the vanadium obtained at smelting in China – to argue over $50,000 shows a lack
of ‘good faith’ to the local community. A local community that have localised
environmental impacts of a material scale – as outlined in my submission page 20.
2. Point 94 then goes on to discuss a Training facility (condition 45) but as an ex-auditor I
have not seen any evidential support for this.
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Two years have elapsed since TTR have discussed this training facility and yet no
independent evidential documents supporting this development have been supplied: no
Memorandum’s of Understanding, quotes, detailed work on the qualifications of the
trainers, details as to the levels of training (see page 35 of my submission) have been
supplied.
From my work on the internet reviewing large ships, it seems they are very automated
and the training comes from overseas as it is specialised training for the particular
equipment on the ship.

8.

Point 98. At a national level, the analysis suggests initial expenditure on the iron sands
operation of $133m will generate about $349m in expenditure, contributing $159m to GDP
and supporting 1,666 jobs each year.
Karen’s comments:
1.

I have outlined above how I have been unable to come close to 1,666 jobs. The
audit trail is not suitable.

2. As my submission detailed on page 32 - $30 million of the NZ expenditure total of
$132million should be excluded, as the HFO is likely to be an import, and use made
of ship-to-ship transfer.
3. As I have outlined above, a significant portion of the 34.3 million ‘Exploration &
other mining support’ could be paid to De-Beers with their maintenance and
manning contract – and this will be an overseas payment and so should be excluded
as domestic expenditure.
4. As my submission detailed in page 32, the line item ‘basic material wholesaling’ in
the IA is Heavy Fuel Oil – this is misleading to the general reader.
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http://www.taranaki.info/admin/data/business/eia_o_g_sector___sept_2007.pdf
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EXPERT EVIDENCE OF ALISON MACDIARMID ON BEHALF OF TRANS TASMAN
RESOURCES LIMITED 15 DECEMBER 2016
http://www.epa.govt.nz/EEZ/EEZ000011/6._Alison_MacDiarmid_Marine_%20effects_and_b
enthic_ecology.pdf

1. No attempt has been made in the Expert Evidence to address the significant

information gaps I have identified, and the fact that ‘best available information’ has
not been obtained in which to base an opinion. Point 87 states concerns raised have
been responded to, mine have not.
RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS 87. Rather than respond individually to the large number of
submissions concerning issues in my area of expertise, below I respond to each key
concern raised by submitters.
2. My submission is not referred to.
3. I have shared a large amount of local knowledge in my submission – see pages
20,21,22,23 which summarises some of the issues.
4. No reference is made to the Cawthron ‘sensitive habitats’ report – a clear example of
not using ‘best available information’.
5. Point 4 of the report refers to a term of 20 years – when a term of 35 years is sought.
6. Point 9 makes no mention of the fact that commercial distribution and catch is
dependent on where the fishing company wants to obtain their quota – it is not
necessarily reflective of the resource in the area. Any discussion with local commercial
fisherman will verify this. There is no recognition that sometimes the size of the bycatch e.g. snapper in South Taranaki, precludes any commercial fishing, as it is noneconomic –again any discussions with the local commercial fishermen will confirm this.
My submission covered this point.
7. No reference/discussion is had over the 4nm potential ‘sponge garden’ in close
proximity to the mining.
8. No reference is made to the fact that no transect work has been done on sub-tidal

reefs, so the density of flora and fauna in the region for reefs is unknown. As I pointed
out in my submission – two small reefs in the nearshore NIWA study accounted for 67 of
species found.
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9. Point 34. Species occurrence models, based on field sampling of fish combined with
environmental parameters, were interrogated to determine the occurrence and
abundance of fish within the region (MacDiarmid et al. 2015)5 .
Karen’s comments: No mention that the study was a desktop study and that fish
sampling did not occur in South Taranaki, and that the author of the study was not
aware of the diversity of subtidal reefs in South Taranaki (I contacted the author of the
study). When the local fishermen looked at the results, there are so obviously erroneous
results, for example triplefins.
10. Point 38. Some species support locally important commercial and customary fisheries.
The extent or location of recreational fisheries was not investigated.
The fact that recreational fishing was not investigated is a significant information gap,
and one that the DMC pointed out in their decision from the last application.
The EEZ legislation gives a requirement for the ‘cumulative impact’ to be determined. It
is hard to see how this can be done without an understanding of the density of
recreational fishing.
As I pointed out in my submission – blue cod is particularly dense in the region, and is
often found close to reefs – where commercial fishermen don’t go – so data on these
fish are not captured anywhere.
Keeping in mind the 100% reduction in seafloor light over kilometres of the Patea Bank
area, which impacts on plant life and the food chain, and the 50% reduction in light over
a similarly large kilometre of seafloor – and there is a cummulative foodchain impact,
that TTR have not attempted to determine.
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11. Point 41. NIWA was commissioned to undertake habitat modelling of three threatened
species of whale and dolphins, southern right whales (Eubalaena australis), Hector’s
dolphins (Cephalorhynchus hectori and the sub-species Maui’s dolphin C.H. maui), and
killer whales (Orcinus orca). This was undertaken on a New Zealand wide scale, using all
available sightings data to date, in order to determine the suitability of marine habitats
in the STB, specifically the areas likely to be affected by mining activities, for these three
species. The approach and findings are reported in Torres et al. (2015)10 .
Karen’s comments:
1. Misleading: Nowhere in point 41 does it state the study was a 2013 one, which
used DOC sightings 2012, and NIWA 2012 data.
Mammal sightings since 2013 have significantly increased – for example killer whales
have been documented in a local Project Hotspot – and Nga Moutu Marine Reserve
have submitted in detail about these sightings.
The Expert Evidence has not used ‘best available data’.

12. Point 48. In summary, the proposed project area in the STB appears to be of low
suitability for all three species of threatened cetaceans. Areas of increased habitat
suitability for Hector’s dolphins and southern right whales lie close inshore and may be
increasingly used as the New Zealand populations of these species recover. An area of
average to above average habitat suitability for killer whales begins approximately 8 km
seaward of the proposed project area.
Karen’s comments:
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1. Missing from the Expert Evidence is any discussion on Blue Whales and the most
recent sightings data and expert research conducted by L Torres.
2. Missing from the Expert Evidence is the sightings data I collected from DOC and
included in my submission (page 26 of my submission) and tried to map in my
submission. Pg 573.
PILOT WHALE
SightingNumber
Vernacular name DDayDMonthDYear LocationRegion

2986 PILOT WHALE
4469 Pilot whale
4468 Pilot whale
3251 PILOT WHALE
3252 PILOT WHALE
2908 PILOT WHALE
3267 PILOT WHALE
3269 PILOT WHALE
4422 Pilot whale
4424 Pilot whale
4429 Pilot whale
4445 Pilot whale
4446 Pilot whale
4448 Pilot whale
4453 Pilot whale
4454 Pilot whale

LatitudeDecimal LongitudeDecimal Min number Number of adults NumberofCalves

41647
3/11/2015 0832
3/11/2015 0737

-42.8431
177.9281
InbetweenTaranaki
Port Nelson and Whio-1
-40.1667
exploration well in 175.0903
South Taranaki Bight
InbetweenTaranaki
Port Nelson and Whio-1
-40.1519
exploration well in 174.6097
South Taranaki Bight
41936 Maari Oil Field
Taranaki
-39.618384
173.144531
41999 Maari Oil Field
Taranaki
-39.618384
173.144531
41618 30-40km offshore west of Opunake
-39.4279
(taken from coordinates)
173.2367
41524 See coordinates (Flat Point??)
41756 See coordinates
41936 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
41999 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
42019 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
42036 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
42038 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
42055 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
42113 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
42114 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field

SightingNumber
Vernacular
DDayDMonthDYear
name Location

3157 Orca
3056 Orca
4667 Orca
3078 Orca
2996 Orca
4545 Orca
3022 Orca
3128 Orca
3023 Orca
3155 Orca
3328 Orca
3327 Orca
4541 Orca
3226 Orca
3225 Orca
2811 Orca
2813 Orca
2980 Orca
2999 Orca
3000 Orca
3032 Orca
3256 Orca
4419 Orca
4493 Orca
4584 Orca
4608 Orca
4619 Orca
4639 Orca

Region

LatitudeDecimal

1
4
2
2
9

3
6
2
12
12
5
8
5
12
12
6
1
1
1
1
1
88

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

LongitudeDecimal
Min number Number of adults NumberofCalves

41770 Ahu Ahu Road and Oakura Beach
Taranaki
-56.69932 168.053
41735 Off the coast of Wanganui - At the Kaitoke Pumping Wanganui
Wangahu River Mouth
-39.958701 174.9664
19/04/2016Alongside
17:00
the MPB platform Offshore Taranaki
-39.6469 173.3156
41826 Not specified, see coordinates
-39.59
173.17
41673 East of Pihama, South Taranaki
Taranaki
-39.4964 173.8866
23/08/2015Pungarehu,
14:00
Taranaki (immediately off the end of Pungarehu Rd, at Cape Egmont.
-39.2703 173.7515
41708 Kumara Patch, north of stony river, taranaki
-39.16838182 173.827
41937 Ahu Ahu Beach, Taranaki
Taranaki
-39.117442 173.9319
41708 the sea in front of belt road holiday park, new plymouth
Taranaki
-39.0556 174.0537
41964 Close to New Plymouth foreshore between Windwand
Taranaki
and Bog Works break towards
-39.05441
East-End /174.0733
Gap
42056 New Plymouth Harbour entrace and Sugar Loaf Islands
Taranaki
-39.050652 174.0304
42056 Between Waiwakihio and Fitzroy beach - just beforeTaranaki
the groin area
-39.040303 174.1003
22/08/2015approx
7:40 50m depth at back of Saddleback Islands, Taranaki
-39.0369 173.9822
41964 Between the islands off Back Beach, New Plymouth Taranaki
-39.03486 174.0093
41964 Wind Wand, New Plymouth
Taranaki
-39.02984 177.0414
41616 Ohawe Beach, Hawera
Taranaki
41614 southwest of patea bar
Taranaki
41673 Cape Egmont Lighthouse, Taranaki
Taranaki
41615 Opunake Bay, Taranaki
Taranaki
41048 Ball Road, Patea, Taranaki
Taranaki
41614 patea, 7 iles out west of the bar
Taranaki
42013 Kupe Platform, Hawera Platform, new Plymouth
Taranaki
41826 ENSCO 107/Maari oil Field
Taranaki
42317 South Beach
Not reported
9/11/2015 17:30
Waipipi, Waverley, South Taranaki
30/12/2015200m
11:00off Fitzroy Beach New Plymouth
18/12/2015End
20:02
of Hobson Street New Plymouth just off the shoreline
7/02/2016 8:45
Waihi Beach, Hawera NZ

MarMam observation
VernacularEstimated
name
ID num
(DwC)
PKminimum numberNumber
of animals
adults
3086 Orca
1
3085 Orca
4
2350 Orca
2
2364 Orca
2

3
6
2
12
12
6
8
5
12
12
6
1
1
1
1
1
89

3
10
25
1
1
1
3
2
5
3
4
1
5
3
5
1
5
3
2
4
5
1
1
1
8
1
3
1
108

Number juveniles Date event observed Latitude (DwC)
Longitude (DwC)
Area descriptor
0
2/04/2013 13:40 -38.9879
173.842761 <Null>
0
2/04/2013 14:03 -39.0026
173.841354 <Null>
0
26/06/2014 16:54 -39.9268
173.606339 <Null>
0
26/06/2014 16:54 -39.9268
173.606339 <Null>
0
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1
9
24
1
1
0
2
2
4
3
2
1
3
3
5
1
3
2
2
3
4
1
1
1
7
1
3
1
91

2
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
6
0
2
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
22
Country (DwC)
New Zealand
New Zealand
New Zealand
New Zealand
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HUMPBACK WHALE
SightingNumber
Vernacular name DDayDMonthDYear
LocationRegion

LatitudeDecimal
LongitudeDecimal
Min number
Number of
NumberofCalves
adults

4547 Humpback whale 4/09/2015 9:20
Maui Platform Alpha -39.5567 173.3156
3118 HUMPBACK WHALE
41920 Two miles Taranaki
north of Port
-39.0224
Taranaki174.0421
4428 Humpback whale
42019 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
4433 Humpback whale
42020 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
4434 Humpback whale
42020 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
4435 Humpback whale
42022 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
4437 Humpback whale
42024 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
4438 Humpback whale
42024 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
4439 Humpback whale
42024 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field
4440 Humpback whale
42024 ENSCO 107/Maari
Taranakioil Field

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
3
3
17

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
3
3
17

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

COMMON DOLPHIN

240

289

1

2661

2639

22

BRYDES WHALE
3015

BRYDE'S WHALE
29/01/2014 South Taranaki Bight Taranaki

-40.2076

173.2626

1

0

1

3017

BRYDE'S WHALE
3/02/2014

-40.1799

173.3368

1

1

0

South Taranaki Bight Taranaki

2

1

1

BALEEN WHALE
SightingNumber
Vernacular
DDayDMonthDYear
name LocationRegion

LatitudeDecimal
LongitudeDecimal
Min number Number of adults
NumberofCalves

3970

Baleen whales4/04/14 South Taranaki
Taranaki
Bight

1

1

0

3971

Baleen whales4/04/14 South Taranaki
Taranaki
Bight

1

1

0

3972

Baleen whales4/04/14 South Taranaki
Taranaki
Bight

1

1

0

3976

Baleen whales4/04/14 South Taranaki
Taranaki
Bight

3

3

0

3978

Baleen whales4/04/14 South Taranaki
Taranaki
Bight

1

1

7

0

7
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BLUE WHALE
SightingNumber
Vernacular name
DDayDMonthDYear

Location

Region LatitudeDecimal LongitudeDecimal
Min number Number of adults

3343

Blue whale

15/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -39.83805600

173.20083300

1

1

0

3342

Blue whale

15/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -39.77778000

173.09555600

2

2

0

3344

Blue whale

16/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -39.97277800

173.44416700

1

1

0

3345

Blue whale

20/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -39.79958000

173.21839000

2

2

0

3346

Blue whale

24/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -39.58816667

173.12393330

1

1

0

3347

Blue whale

25/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -39.98054800

173.26370500

5

5

0

3007

Blue whale

25/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

173.28206

5

5

0

3348

Blue whale

26/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -39.96807000

173.29651700

2

2

0

3349

Blue whale

27/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.15000000

173.21833300

2

2

0

3351

Blue whale

27/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.06504200

173.29485500

2

2

0

3350

Blue whale

27/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.02662300

173.25226200

1

1

0

3008

Blue whale

28/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.2258019

172.8407642

3

3

0

3010

Blue whale

28/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.22371

172.87282

3

3

0

3009

Blue whale

28/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.21652892

172.8757043

2

1

1

3011

Blue whale

28/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.14320109

173.3165491

12

12

0

3012

Blue whale

29/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.23370402

173.2730377

1

1

0

3013

Blue whale

29/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.22699842

173.2718056

5

5

0

3014

Blue whale

29/01/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.20541667

173.2578333

16

16

0

3019

Blue whale

3/02/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.2046

173.03308

1

1

0

3018

Blue whale

3/02/2014

South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki -40.184675

173.1801472

2

2

0

2979

Blue whale

5/02/2014

Maui B Gas platform

Taranaki -39.6469

173.3156

2

2

0

3004

Blue whale

16/02/2014

ocean between NP and Motueka

Taranaki

10

10

0

3005

Blue whale

17/02/2014

ocean between NP and Motueka

Taranaki

6

5

1

3038

Blue whale

4/04/2014

South Taranaki, Northern Tasman Bay

Taranaki -39.9806

4

4

0

3973

Blue whale

4/04/14 South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki

3

3

0

3974

Blue whale

4/04/14 South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki

1

1

0

3975

Blue whale

4/04/14 South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki

1

1

0

3977

Blue whale

4/04/14 South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki

1

1

0

3979

Blue whale

4/04/14 South Taranaki Bight

Taranaki

1

1

0

3250

Blue whale
Blue Whale

20/08/2014

Maari Oil Field

1

1

0

20/08/2014

ENSCO 107/Maari oil Field

Taranaki -39.618384
Taranaki

173.144531

4420

1

1

0

3195

Blue whale

3/12/2014

20km off the coast of the coast of the lighthouse on the way to Maui B Oil Platform. Taranaki -39.276916

173.496094

2

2

0

3194

Blue whale

16/12/2014

Oil platform off Taranaki (Maui?)

Taranaki 39.3849

173.1856

5

4

1

3253

Blue whale
Blue Whale

26/12/2014

Maari Oil Field

173.144531

2

1

1

26/12/2014

ENSCO 107/Maari oil Field

Taranaki -39.618384
Taranaki

2

2

0

4427

Blue Whale

15/01/2015

ENSCO 107/Maari oil Field

ki

1

1

0

4447

Blue Whale

17/02/2015

1

1

0

Blue whale
Blue Whale

21/02/2015

ENSCO 107/Maari oil Field
Off Port Taranaki

Taranaki

3609

1

1

0

11/07/2015

Offshore Taranaki

1

1

4425

4508

-40.096

173.2056

Tarana

Taranaki -38.975
Taranaki

174.0536

115

Seismic survey data
MarMam observation
Vernacular name
IDEstimated
num
(DwC)
PK minimum number of animals Number adults
3133 Blue Whale
2
2036 Blue Whale
1
2337 Blue Whale
3
2336 Blue Whale
1
2334 Blue Whale
1
2333 Blue Whale
1
2332 Blue Whale
1
2378 Blue Whale
1
2388 Blue Whale
1
2377 Blue Whale
1
2387 Blue Whale
1
2356 Blue Whale
1
2382 Blue Whale
1
2662 Blue Whale
4
20

2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
20

0

111

Number juveniles
Date event observed
0
15/01/2014 16:39
0
25/01/2014 19:07
0
4/04/2014 14:52
0
4/04/2014 15:00
0
4/04/2014 15:22
0
4/04/2014 15:33
0
4/04/2014 15:34
0
16/06/2014 10:36
0
16/06/2014 10:36
0
16/06/2014 11:05
0
16/06/2014 11:05
0
24/06/2014 12:27
0
24/06/2014 12:27
0
29/01/2015 14:05
0

CUVIER BEAKED WHALE
SightingNumber
Vernacular name

DDayDMonthDYear
Location

Region

4688 Cuvier's beaked whale 12/05/2016Close
11:35to the maui B offshore oil platform

LatitudeDecimal
LongitudeDecimal
Min number Number of adults NumberofCalves

-39.6469 173.3156

2
2

2
2

0
0

HECTORS DOLPHIN
SightingNumber
Vernacular name

4668 Hector's dolphin

NumberofCalves

DDayDMonthDYear

Location

19/04/2016 17:00

Maui Bravo Platform Offshore Taranaki -39.6469

Region

LatitudeDecimal

LongitudeDecimal

173.3156

Min number

50
50

Seismic survey data
MarMam observation
Vernacular name
ID num
(DwC)
PK Estimated minimum number of animals Number adults Number juveniles
Date event observed Latitude (DwC)
Longitude (DwC)
1744 Hector's dolphin
1
1
0
26/02/2014
-41.02907
174.85477
1598 Hector's dolphin
1
1
0
9/01/2015
-40.487666
175.205723
1763 Hector's dolphin
1
1
0
23/12/2015 10:00
-41.283228
174.824878
1746 Hector's dolphin
3
3
0
25/12/2015
-41.282577
174.814552
6
6
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13. Unrecorded rocky reefs Point 103. The distribution of rocky reefs in the STB was
based on the Department of Conservation fairings database and modified according to
ground-truthing during other sampling operations, including multi-beam acoustic swath
mapping carried out by NIWA for TTR. Low-lying reefs may be intermittently smothered
by surrounding sediments. The occurrence of small unmapped reefs does not change my
conclusions.
There has been no presentation of ‘rocky reefs’ known to TTR. (known via the DOC
database (which I have, see below) and the ‘ground truthing’.) This is a material lack of
sharing of information. In reality, it would appear little ‘ground-truthing’ has been done,
as the Expert Evidence still refers to the reefs as low lying. My submission clearly
outlined, hard substrate reefs, 2m to 8m in height. Photographs and videos supplied in
my submission show them to be far from smothered by sediment. In fact one of the
supplied videos shows a density of alage and sponges, that could mean the possibility of
it being a 4nm sponge garden, a ‘sensitive environment’.
The statement ‘the occurrence of small unmapped reefs does not change my
conclusions’ needs to be phrased ‘the occurance of larger 2m-8m reefs (does?) change
my conclusion’. This critical information gap needs addressing. The expert needs to
complete my phrasing highlighted in yellow.

The DOC map of reefs: the majority shallow reefs. My discussions with the local DOC officer indicate really
no ground-truthed research of South Taranaki reefs (other than the known TRC North
and South Traps). The DMC needs to be aware of this.
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